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INTRODUCTION 
The exceptional size of this Bulletin is due to several , 
ractors. In addition to the adoption of a large number of 
Opinions, attention should be drawn to the Council P~esident's 
visit, to an Opinion on the situation in the Community and to 
the end of the term of office of the Economic and Social 
Committee Chairman. 
1. The July session was attended by the President in office 
of the Council, 11r lYlichel DURA.FOUR, French Minister of Labou.r, 
with whom the meubers of the Economic and Social Committee held 
an extenoive exchange of views on the present situation in the 
Community. The Council President's attendance was an innovation 
in relations between the two institutions, which it is hoped will 
become a habit in the future. 
2. The Economic and Social Committee had previously unanim-
ously adopted an Opinion on the same subject, prepared according 
to the right of initiative and intended to affect public opinion 
by means of trade associations and unions. 
3. Finally, this plenary session marked the end of the 
present Committee Chairman 9 s term of office. Chairman LAPPAS 
therefore submitted a report on activities covering his two 
years of office to the members of the Committee. 
The next Bulletin will essentially be devoted to the-
renewal of the- Conuni ttee due to take place in SeptGm1?er. -
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122nd PJ£NARY SESSION 17 AND 18 JULY 1974 
EXCHANGE OF VIEWS WITH Mr MIOHEL DURAFOUR, President in office 
of the Council and French Minister of Labour 
A. Speech by F!Ir Alfons LAP]' AS, Chairman of ~C0m.mi ttee 
At the July session, for the first time in the Co~~ittee's 
history discussion was held on the situation in the Committee with 
the President of the Council. Mr A. LAPPAS, Chairman of the 
Economic and Social Corrunittec, made the following speech : 
I!Ir President, 
It is an especially great honour for me and for all 
members of the Economic and Social Committee to h~ve you with 
us today. 
Knowing that you carry a heavy burden as a Minister in 
France P~d as President of the European Communities, we are all 
the mer; appre~iative of the fact that you h~ve managed to come 
alo~e. On several occasions the Committee has said it would 
like to £ee &~ authentic dialogue established between the Council 
a..'l'ld the CoiL.l1littee, a dialogue which would adhere to the principle 
o:L' involving the economic and social :7artners much mo:.r-e in the 
Community 9 s decision-making process, as reco:rnmended by tl1o Heads 
of State or of Government at their meeting in Paris in October 
1972. ?.y your presence here, Mr President, this wish has been 
realizec1. 
Mem;Jers of the Committee would like this meeting to be a 
first working session. They are aware, however, that you have only 
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,, I 
recently taken up your post so the~ have ag~eed, at this first 
meeting, to restrict the subjects they wish to raise to one or two. 
They would, howovcr, like these meetings to be put on a regular 
basis. By doing so, they would be able to gain first-hand knowledge 
I 
of any follow-up to their Opinions and also pass on to the Council 
useful info~tion about matters c•f concern to the groups and 
interests they represent. 
I shotud like to take the opport~ity provided by this 
I 
first get-together to tell you fi~st of all as br~efly as possible 
about what is on the minds of my colleagues. You will, incidentally, 
;find all this set out in the Opinion adopted yesterday and which I 
now have the honour of presenting to you officially. 
As you know, the European Community has been in serious 
I 
difficulties for some time now. 
the very principle on which the 
the odd gliEner of hope of late 
These difficulties are a threat to 
Community is based, and despite 
our fears have not been entirely 
allayed. 
I do not believe it is too late or a matter of irrelevance 
to remind you of the distinguished role Europe - thanks to 
continuous economic expansion - has played in the fight for peace, 
democracy and the general improvement of living standards. Should 
it be fo:r.~gotten that i..11. a period of. particul,arly acute internationai 
tension it has be~n a powerful stabilizing force? And should some· 
of the progress made over the past fifteen years not directly or · , 
' ' indirectly be c=edited to Europe? 
. ' 
Of course the European Community does have its drawbacks and 
shortcomin€.:,"6.;, There are Vl.reaknesses in the way the institutions 
.are run, and there r~ve been delays in implementing regional, ener~, 
monetary and social policies even though these have been designated 
priority fields. On top of this we have worsening inflation and 
its possible effects on the employment sector. 
. .. / ... 
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In this situation we have seen a return to national 
measures whereas what is needed is a e'trengthening of inter-State 
solidarity. 
If this trend wore to become more pronounced or even if it 
were merely to continue as at present there would, withir~ a very 
short time, be an inevitable risk that the Community would collapse. 
This would doubtless give rise to disorders at all levels and in 
all Member States. The first to suffer of course would bo the 
peoples themselves. 
The vital forces represented by our Committee, Mr President,.. 
call most earnestly for a reinforcement of European identity. ·rhey 
appeal to governments to return to the path of solidarity and hope 
that concrete measures will quickly be taken in the fields of 
monetary union, the battle against inflation, the implementation 
of the regional policy, the implementation of the Social Action 
Programme as initiated at the Paris Summit, the ~nergy costs and 
supplies policy, the democratization of the Institutions by 
bolstering up the powers of the European Parliament and, lastly, 
the greater involvement of economic and social categories in the 
decision-mclring process of the Comrnunity. 
Public opinion needs and expects objective information. 
must also learn that nothing of lasting value can come out of a 
Commtl.nity in disarray. No State ca.."1 hope to sunnount its 
difficulties by turning in on itself and becoming isolationist. 
The problems of the day cannot be solved at national level. 
Everybody needs to see this clearly. 
Mr President, we want to see an early end to this period 
of hesitancy and uncertainty~ We want, as some of our Co1nmittee 
members have put it, to hear no more talk of crisis. 
. .. / ... 
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Because we believe in the virtues of Europe~ ihtegrat'ion 
we want Europe to have solid foundations and a harmonious 
a~chitecture. 
· The He£>.ds of State or of Government who met in Paris 
in October 1972 explicitly recognized that "economic expansion 
is not an end iJa itself". They also "emphasized that they 
attached as much importance to vigorous action in the social field 
as to the achievement of Economic and Monetary Union" and "t:Q.ought 
it essential to ensure the increasing involveoent of labour and 
I 
management in the economic and social decisions of the Community". 
They felt, and I run still quoting, that the decision-making 
,procedttre and the functioning of the Institutions should be 
improved in order to make them more effective. 
This has been the basis you have worked on and we 
congratulate you on the progress you have made in strengthening 
the position of the ESC. As a result we now have new Rules of 
Procedure and the right to take up natters on own initiative. 
What is. more, we are now also publishing our Opinions in the 
Official Journal. 
And yet we cannot but notice certain distortions and a 
dilution of responsibilities in the Community's decision-making 
process. We have also noticed that there has been a mushrooming of 
new committees and bodies, which has in fact led to a dislocation 
of consultation. 
Faced with this disturbing situation, ffi1d having in mind 
the pos.sibili ty of European Union or merely the continuation of 
Community activity in accordance with the present Treaties, the 
ESC adopted on 28 March last an Opinion on its place and role in 
the institutional machinery of the Communities. Our committee, 
considering itself to be the proper partner of the Commission and 
the Council, and considering that the European Parliamentvs power 
should be reinforced in budgetary, legislative and con·trol matters,· 
made various proposals which I should like once more to bring to 
your notice. 
. .. / ... 
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The Committee would like to be given the ranlr of an 
institu:liion and so have the right to freely adapt its RLlles of 
Procedure and enjoy autonomy in bu~getary matters. 
The Comreittee would like to see a reduction in the nur4ber 
of newly-created consultative bodies and there should also be 
0loser coordination between existing comr~ittees. The Co1nmittee 
wquld also like to be kept' informed about the work of these 
C:)mmit~toes. For the pu.r-_poses of even closer coope:t'ation the 
Committee might possibly be asked to offer advice in the pre-
pnratcry stage of certc..in Commission proposals'" 
The Committee believes that there must be rationalj_zation 
to ensure a more satisfactory coordination between proposal-r.J.aking, 
consultation and decision-taking stages. To this end the Committee·· 
work should be synchronized to a greater degree with that of the 
Council. For exampie, would. it not be a good idea if the Committee 
were to be properly kept informed of Council agendas so that its 
own work could be adjusted accordingly? It would therefore be 
usef,_;;_l if f'::. member of the Co1'!Illi ttee we.re given a hearing on certain 
questions relating to his special field or if a member of t~e 
Council were to come and speak; to the Connittee on some important 
or spGcific topic. ShoulCI. not relations between the Committee 
and C0lillPER be strengthened? There is no doubt that a greater 
involvament of the economic anc1 social partners in Community 
decisions calls for more direct, more systematic rr>lations with 
the Council .and·its organs. 
As a consequence· there would undoubtedly be more awareness 
of what subsequently happened to Committee opinions. 
Finally - and assuming that they were set up - would it 
not be the right step if the ESC w.;re to offer facilities to 
future joint committees for individue.l sectors. The latter would 
have complete autonJmy in decision-making and an independent 
administrative secretariat, essential pre-requisites for their 
proper functioning. 
,. .. / ... 
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I would have wound up my speech here, Mr President 9 had 
, I , 
it not been for a fi.."'lal request I should like to make. The 0-pi.nivn 
I have just beon talking about can but te consid.ered as a firs·!i 
contribu-~ion of the ESC to an im:provenpnt in the functioning of 
Now the ESC would like to be brought 
. into the discussions dnc to ta).::~ place on the funct:i.oning of the 
.Institutions and on European Union. Are th~se in fact not vital 
,questions which will haYe a bearing on the effec-t;iven8ss. of the 
Community as a whole in the fut1.1re? And is this future not one 
which directly conce1ns and interests the economic &~d social. 
forces? 
Mr President, I should like to bring· to your attention 
again one or two questions of a less general nature which are 
' 
still pendinz and which call for rapid decisions. On most of 
these questions the Commi tte~ l1as already delivered Opini.::>ns end 
on some of them Opinions were delivered several years aeo in fact. 
I am thinkL~g in particular of the recommendation on the application 
I ?f the 40-hour week and 4 weeks' paid holiday, the directive on 
equal pay between men and women, the directive on the protection 
of wo~·kers in the event of mass clisraissals, the creation of the 
Eul"'Opean FounC:.ation for the improvcrr:.ent of living and working 
conditions, ar..d the European Centre for vocational training. We 
have made pertinent remarks on all these questions and would like 
to know, as a result, what has come of them. 
There are of course other subjects I have not got time to 
deal with at length though membe:::s of the Coll111li ttee feel str.:>ngly 
about them too. I shall merely enumer~tG them: inflRtion end 
employment, the protection of certain categories af workers includi~g 
migrant workers in the event of mergers and the concentration of 
enterprises, the condition of the working woman, the implementation 
of the Regional Development Fund and, pending this, the launching 
.... / ... 
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of a EuropeAn loan to ensure the maintenance of financial aid, 
as our Co~nittee proposed just recently, the development of the 
Common Agricultural Policy, the implementation of a genuine 
energy policy, the pursuit of Economic ru1d Monetary Union, all 
topics I laid stress on at the beginning of my speech end which 
have been studied in depth by our Comm:t ttee. 
I presume that several of my colleagues will be speaking 
on all t~ese subjects in a minute or so and will be putting· the 
case for the urgent adoption of measures. 
I realize that you will be unable to reply to all my 
questions immediately. Unfortunately we have dropped behind 
schedule in many fields. Hesitations, postponements, and 
equiYocattng have given rise to problem after problem. Neverthe-
less, these problems will have to be solved in common, otherwise 
we all run the risk of taking on a responsibility that we cannot 
cope with .. 
Since you will not be in a position to be able to give us 
immediate assurances about nll these matters, coul·l you perhaps 
be :)Ur mecliator with the Council? Tell them how worried we are 
but how determined to carry on the good work. Invite the Council 
to como lJack a...'l'].d see us, to bring us comfo:r-ting news, to tell us 
about decisive measures, that will decide the future of the 
Community, 
Remember that we are c1"ete:rmined to make our contribution, 
to do OUL, utmost so that Europe will live, a Europe that we would 
like to be free, democratic, prosper0us, just and compassionate. 
Thank you, Mr President, for having listened so attentively. 
We hope to soe you again soon. 
' - 1 ' 
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The :?:cesident of the Cmmcil, :Mr DUPJ;.F0UR, add:res~ea 
the Economic ro1rl Socie~ Cornmi ttee at its plenarJ session. 'He 
stated that his presence marked the beginning oi a new dialogue 
between the two insti tutionn, and then we.~.1t on to make -'Ghe 
following pcints in particular : 
11Ever;y·one lmm7s the d:!.f:ficul ties the Nine have been 
up against over the l'J.st few months, difficulties 
attributable to a large e::x:tBnt to external factors. 
High on ·::;he list here are international :aonetary 
Jisor0.ers a.r.c:. the rise jn tha price. of p'etrolon.m products 
aJ1(1. n:.ajor ravr materials. By adding a tv'list to the 
inflationary spi:"al and sparking off substa.J.ltio.l 
balG....nce of paymenljs deficits these factors cons"lii tute a 
seric~s threat to the economies of our countries. And 
then of co:,1.rse on the political front one sh()1.llc~ not 
forget the f~ct t~at c~c of our par~ers has be~m 
to question its :place in the CoiDL.IU.nity. 
It is not surprising then that Europeen integr,ation, 
which was helped along in the sixties by a hea!.th~r 
economic situation, has made slower progress recently. 
Whilst failures must be recognized as such, it raust 
not be overloo~{ed thc.t there have been sucr:esses in 
various fields ru1d that, abova all, thcr3 a:"e now n3W 
grounds for hope. 
1. Wi"':,;h re~.rd to relations with develo;eing countries, for 
exam:pl.;, "!ihe Cocm.1r..i ty :.s J.n7cived i~ t.,vo sets of ls.rge-
scale nego-tiations, one v.ri th the Medi terra!lean countries, 
the other with the associated or associable Africa.n, 
Caribbean and Pacific countries. 
As regards 'the first of t:'lese, "!ihe difficulties v;e haYe 
had to face up till now in trying to work out an overall 
policy acceptable to all have largely been ov::n·co11i.G tha!lks 
to the efforts made by all the Member States. 
As to the other negotiations, i.e. those with the 
associated or assod.able African, Cari'bbaan and Pacific 
countries, our e.:Lm is to E!xtend cooperation to include 
all eYen larger nu-:nte~ of cou.."l.tries t!l.oug..1. vd thout 
p1tting those countries alrea:ly associs.ted, and to 
whom we have formal commitmento, at a disadvantage. 
At the sa111e tim1 we must not de:9art from the principles 
which have guided us so far and which have made it 
possible to re-es"!iablish, via the Yaounde conventions, a 
model of cooperation between developed and developing 
countries. 
. .. ; ... 
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2. With regard to energy, the pressure of external events 
and t:te realization that our countries share the same 
destiny gives one hope that a genuine comruon energy 
policy v1i th the priority aim of cutting down our state 
of dependence will very soon be ttnderway. 
3. Finally there is the agrjcul~Aral policy which is one 
of the oain feathers in the Ccr1munity's cap. 
Despite all the difficulties of a troubl.e·l yeo.r, the 
Common Agricultural Policy - by shel tt::ring in the 
Community market from the harsh ~onsequences of the 
price rises on world markets - had once mo~e proved 
its effectiveness. 
4. As fer as social policy is concerned, the ComBunity 
has reached a stage where closer cooperation is needed 
if Europe is to be a tangible :reality in everybody's 
lives. 
Since, on the whole, the basic objectives laid Qown by 
the Treaty of Rome had been achieved by the end of the 
sixties - especially thosa concerning the free ~ovement 
of workers and their families - a new impetus has 
become ·.ri tal. .And at the Paris Conference in Octc ber 
1972, the Heads of State or of Government emphasized 
that vigorous nc~ion in the social field was as 
ill;portan.t for thc:!1 E,s economic anci. r:1onetary union. 
With this in mind the Co1uncil adopted a three-year Actio4 
Progra:wme last January. The programme hi:.1.ged on three 
key objectives g the achievenent of full and better 
emplo~1T..1ent; the improvement of living and working 
cor.ditions; the increasing participatio~ of the social 
partners in the economic and social dec1sions of the 
Ccm:nu.n.i ty, end of workers in the acti 7i ties of their 
undertakings. The CoUI~cil set out on the road to 
realizing this prograii1Lle last Jtme. 
••• But there is still a lot to be done. 
In the next few months cecisions should be taken on the 
import::1nt question of mass di:::.uissals. This is en 
issue which the Community cruu1ot disregard in view of 
the development of multinational firms and the effect 
on employment of, the structural changes in enterprises 
which come about as the res~ut of economic integration. 
The Council is therefore awa:. ti:ng with interest the 
pr~pocals to be su'bmi tted bJr the Commission by the end 
of the year, anc1 first and foremost the action programme 
to a8sj_st migrant workers." 
... ; ... 
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Finally the Council has noted with interest the 
i..!lportant ~roposals and ~uggestions contained j_n the Committee's 
Opinion on its place :i..n the institutional machinery of the 
Communities~ a21.d in the context of a.possible eYolution thereof. 
- e.g. ·che proposal on joint committees for ind.iYiclua.l sectors. 
This is a field in which the Economic and Social Commi t-'uee 
could call on a long e::.::perianc3 which sho-: . ..tld be cf halp in the 
review beb~Ul by the CoDmuni~J Ir-stitutions. 
c. Extracts from the s"Oeeches b_y: the Grou-o Chairmen 
a) r.rrr GINGD~ffiFJ3!, Chairman of Group III 
Mr Presider..t, 
Group III, the Group consisting of and representing the 
farming cornnunity, cadres, government-appointed public ficures 
with special skills or holding special posts of responsibili~J, 
tradespeopla, constuuers, families, s~all- and mediuu-sized 
underte.kinr:;s and the liberal professions, e.pproye the Committee's 
Opinion on the general situation of the Community and on the 
consequenci3S that would undoubtedly ensue if the latter ceased to 
exist. We are pleased to note that there are a certain number 
of trends which clearly show a refusal to accept the 
disintegration of the Europe \7-a £i-re building. We trust that 
the hopes that were raised when France took the Council chair 
will in'fact be translated into action so that public opinion 
will become more alive to Europe. 
We thank you, Lir President, for having given us an 
insigl'lt into the future work of the Council. VIe are also 
gratefttl to you for wan·l:iing to strengthen the ties between the 
Council and the Committee so that socio-economic int~rests can 
be more closely associated with the European venture, which 
needs everyone's support. 
. .. ; ... 
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As we said in our Opinion, making Europe alive to the 
neGds of the people of the old Continer-t is vital if we wish 
to harness their support - and I woulc1 almost go so far as to 
say their enthusiasm·- for the attain;.aent of Europe:?m Uniono 
Europe in fact is the source of the improvement of ovx 
living conditions. It is the biggest market in the world with 
a level of production approaching that of the United Stat~s ~~d 
is a powerful stabilizing force both internally and exten~ally 
'.'lhe:r.e it has exceptional influence because it is outward 
lcol::ing. Europe is all of this, only it cloes not know it. 
li'or instance, it is paradoxic<J.l that the de,~eloping 
co'xntries know about Europe and are ready for it since for them 
Europe ca~ries the seeds of promise and development, and thereby 
hwnan dignity. 
And yet this is not what people always think inside the 
Comm1..mity. 
It i.s ·(;rue that not all the hopes of Europe of fifteen 
years ago, Europe in its infancy, have been realized~ it is 
true that the contrac't for progress concluded at that time 
between the ~ignatory countries of the Treaty of nome has no·li 
been entirely fulfilled. 
On the whole, howevE.r, there have been many ac1vantages 
and many new de::~urtures so that all the citizens of the 
C01mmmity have been able to derive benefit from its activities. 
What a pity thE-n that those who have ci.erived benefit have not 
been fully informed of the factt the result being that public 
opinion is gradually losing interest in the work of the 
Comr..1l"!l1i ty and sooner OJ..~ later will condemn it sirJ.ce it ::;ees only 
a number of different l::;olicies which often seem impossible to 
implement in practice. 
. .. ; ... 
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Now, by its very make-up, the Etu .. opcan Economic and 
S::>cial Co:nr.:.i ttee embruc '38 8-ll e~onomic :.lild co~ial cntego::-ies 
without disc:-:-:i.mination, and groups together all those V'.'ho h.'ive 
come to tha notice of t~eir respective governments because of 
the ,responsibilities they have. 'Ihe Co:ur.ai ttee is therefore· not 
only of inesti~able importru~ce as a wecting place for its 
membe:t."S but is also a platf:n"m which allows ~he Co:.::rm.mi ty 
authorities direct access t::> t~e citiza~s of the Community so 
that the European Idea can ba furthered. 
These facilities should therefore be used in such a 
~-Y that eve:cycne can be made aware of what Europe - whether 
directly or indirectly - has brought about. · To do this 
decisions ~dopted by the Community authorities must be in the 
hands of the Co1nmittee as early as possible so th2t t~eir 
·contents can be disseminated and propagated suitably. 
Conversely~ the Committee must draw the Commv.ni~y 
authorities' attention to those topics which are of greatest 
concern to the .socia.."l int0rests vrhich it represents end tQ tho 
·steps which Europe should take, or goals it shonld achieve, if 
it is to make its iruage fit in better with the expectations of 
each individual European. The people of Europe at present are 
most apprehensive about the economic crisis and about inflation, 
which are th:"eatening to destro~r the tracli tional fabric of 
society. And yet w'2at they seem nost worried about is the lack 
of clearsightedness L~ respect of th~ human goals of European 
economic expansion. 
la On the economic front, inflation, energy costs and 
~onetary instability are problems which are of as much interest 
to the economic and social interests in the Third Group as to 
a.nyo~e. 
. .. / ... 
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However, there are some matters to which I must draw 
your attentton : 
If steps to fight in:lation anc!. organiz8 t:1e conSl.unption 
of energy cannot be taken at Europe&"1. l9veJ. owing to the 
particular situation of each State, they should at least be 
hani.lo:r_ized and coordineted. We believe that a solution con 
never be found by States turning in upon tllenselves and we 
believe, too, that only European solidarity can effectively 
COLlbat the crisis through which we ara passinge 
Wbat is more, all the steps ·which are taken should take 
into account the reper0ussions which they will ~~doubtedly have 
on the interests we represent, so as not to endruLger fanns ~1d 
small- and mec.ium-sizec1. businesses which by their very st:i.~ucture 
e.re economically more vulneratle and which constitute the vast 
mo.j ori ty of businesses and provicle the g.ceat bu~k of emplcyrnent. 
2 • .Qg -th~ social front, too, Europe is still ·unaware of what 
it cro1 do. 
We must give our Economic Cow ..mu:ni ty another face, a more 
~Lu.raa:r~ face. 
'Ni thout neglecting workers t c1emands, we v.Jant an interest 
to be taken in evel"Ything t:tat is socioJ .• 
k11.d so in orJ.er to 'b...:txn Co'!'l1fru.ni ty solidarity into 
something concrc·te we should like to see the resources of the 
reeional policy mobilized without delay so that the increasing 
re(Sional inbalances resulting from the frea play of market for~es 
c2~ be corrected~ 
... ; ... 
.. ' 
, .. ~ .... 
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We should like to draw your attention, Mr Chairman, to 
t~'le practical recot.1Iilend3. ... :ion nede b;? t:n.e Econonic and So,:dal 
Co:omi ttce on the provision of a loan to finance the R9g:im~aJ. 
Fu.."Yld. The G.etails of this could perhc.ps be specified in more 
detail. 
3. Group III,. therefore, in accordance vd. th the Opinion on 
the CollllilU!li ty Insti·liutions ac.:o~;rtec1 by the CorJ.r.J.i ttee last I:Iarch, 
trusts that the Economic r"1.."tld Social Committee will reall3r be 
the pre-eminent advisory body of the Council of Ministers and 
the Commission. 
We reaffirm our support for the tripartite composition 
of the CorDI:littee, the only one likely to provide the Institutions 
vvi th Opinions that reflect the views of all the econom.:i.c ru:1d 
social ,3Toups that go to make up society. 
What would be the value of a dialogue that deliberately 
excluded the economic and social groups we represent ? At a 
time when Europe is seeking to establish a democratic basis, 
what would be the point of workj.nB out a policy vri ~b~ut 
bringing in all the economic and social grou!>s that go to nake 
up Europe ? Without their consent it just would not work. 
'1, • 
Economic and social life involves complex and·diverse 
elements which it wonld be dangerous to ignore,for by providing 
the hv~ iJalance necessnry to avoid clashes betwec~ ant~eonistic 
blocs, t~ey make up the very fabric of any society. We in 
Group III, are particularly keen on finding all possible wcr.ys of 
malcing the Europe of material interests or politic~l conflicts 
yield to the Europe of hearts and minds so ths.t everyone can feel 
part of the grand design, the search for unity and peace bc,';LU1 
16 years ago and which we thank you for continuing, Mr President.,. 
... / ... 
' . 
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b) T.ir DEBUNNE ,_9hairman ,of Group _11 
Hr PresiC'cent, Ladies and G-entlemen, my speech will keep 
to the purview of the Opinion on the situation in the CorM!mnity, 
the speech of the ChairmBn of the·Economic and Social 
COWL1ittee, and the speech nmde by the President of the Cou.~cil, 
but I should nevertheless like to express, on behalf of the 
Workers' Group what I hope will be constructive criticism,. 
First of all we are told that V'le note with satisfaction 
the recent positive signs that a fresh start is being rop_de. 
We are also told that we must face up to reality and not give 
way to pessimism or resignation. I accept that we m;.1st be 
realistic, ~~d that meru1s recognizing that Europe and the 
Cor.-1.m.uni t~r are in a troubled situation. The halcyon days when 
the bn.roneter was set fair are now lon[; since past anc1, if we 
are not reac'l.y snd willing to tal;:e firm acti:Jn, then Eu.r()pe and 
the Coll1Lluni ty are in danger of sinking. In m~r view we must 
keep a particularly close watch on the monetary si~uation, the 
energy crisis and the social situation in gelleral,. 
1\nothe:::- lJoint I should like to mc.ke is that in the 
o~inion which we endorse since there is a great deal of shared 
ground between the various interests represented on our 
Comrnittee, stress was also laid on furope's achievement, notably 
econowic prosperity, political stability, e.n appreciable 
in~rovement in the standard of livine and levels of employment, 
~.nd steady economic growth. I should like to point O"L:.t right 
avrccy, howeveri that all this prosperity, growth and improvement 
in living stanuards have neither reDoved inequalities nor averted 
a potential social crisis. I should add that in a si~uation 
like this it is inportnnt that inequalities ehou.ld not 
becoEle even greater and should be h:c~Jt within acceptable lil!li ts. 
For this reason action on this front is absolutely vital. 
This leac'l.s me to say most regTetfu.lly that progress in 
the social field has been but slight,. One needs but to look at 
the examples given in the Opinion to realize that in actual fact 
the basic social questions still renain to be answered. I 
... / ... 
... '• . ~ 
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should ·like to draw particular attention to two or ·ahree 
il.:;pects, M:. ... President 2.nc1. ~.Ir C:taini.lan. In the crisis we a:~:·e 
currcnt~y pascine tr~oujh,I believe they are of f~mdamentnl 
importance. 
:trirst of all, ·t;he energy crisis and inflation are .!~he 
two basic factors in t~1e pr 0'ulat1 conw.only refer: .. ed to as the 
achievement of full ~nd bGttcr em~Jlu~'1T.Gnt at Coi;lffiUl;.i ty and 
regional level, ~~ essential precondition for an effective 
social poli~y. This is how the problem vm.s expressed by the 
Council in its resolution of 21 February 1974. We are most 
concerned about this situation and particularly about the energy 
policy. You have pointed out that t~1e Co-:.J...~cil is preparing to 
truce decis~ons on the possible form of a new Comwunity ehergy 
strategy. Well, ·~his morning we were honoured by the p:-escnce 
of 1\Ir SD:101'TET, Vice-Pres:Ldent of the Commission. I believe 
I am speaking for the whole of the Economic and Social 
Committee - and certainly for the workers' Group - when I tell 
you that we tried to examine the problem worl·dng on the· hypothesis 
that there was no security of supply. This st-u.dy was cer::'ied 
out se"reral months ago and on onr ovm initiative we went into 
tbe sit~uation that mi@~t posAibly have arisen haa there been 
an oil shortage, I must admit that we.were then in a situation 
where we all feared the spectre of unemployment, with all· the 
repercussions this would have on democratic regimes. 
Fortunately nothing materiali~ed, but can anyone be sure that 
such s~- tua~ior:s Y!ill not recur if other strateGY sources become 
unava:i.lable in the immediate future and if we can only hoJ.d 
out prospects of a solution in the medium- and long-ter.m. Our 
problems are a long Yvay: from beinc; solvec1, 
We have hcd a. narrow escape - at any rate as fa..'t" £'!.S things 
stand at present ... and n'::>W we have another crisis 0~1 our ho.;·ldst 
one 'brou&ht on by i:)ricea, ·the re:poxcu:Jsions the:t•ecf,. and i.."lfla7!on, 
v.hl.ch rnises the qU£s"Jion df l:rurcb.t::!Jsinc powar end~ g~r-~tee,d 
inoooas. I conseqt1_en"tly believe thc.t it is our c.uty to ens~e 
thr'..t n pr6per enployment polioy is worl:ed out - end thte is-
souething evsryone desires ~ so that purchasing power end llloooe 
levels are safeguarded. Opinions have been delivered~_ but 
perhaps they have not reached the right people. 
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A Community policy on energy supplies ~Ast certainly 
bs cl.ra.vvn. up. I-G wo1..1.ld be the height of pessimism, if I may 
say so, to consic1er the European Community to be incapable of 
establishing such a policy within the next few monthsr s:L:nce 
this is fundamental to all production. 
There is, Ivlr President~ another factor to which I wo1.1ld 
also lil::e to drew your attention, without going into detail, and 
this is the regional policy. The Community is duty-bound not 
to neglect this aspect of its worko It is quite clear that 
ev8n with national policies. there are problems at regional 
level and recriminations are made by the regions against the 
centre,l government at no:liional level. If the CoiD11ILmi ty 
neglects the regional issue, it will commit the greatest 
possible error in the field of general European policy. T~e 
ConnU11.ity has a duty, above and beyonr1 the powers of the central 
governruents at national level, to ensure th,'}:!; the regional 
policy beoomes a reality and that its principal task is the 
achievement of full emplo:"ment in all the regions without 
exception., I shall close my speech, J.1r Chai!'Lk'ln, with an 
appeal to public opinion, with which we seek closer cooperation .. 
Wo~kers, rGtired workers 9 the siclc ru.1.c1 the unemployed represent 
the lar5est group vvi thin public opinione .c':w.""ld it ·is a 
significan.t fact that as far as the workers are concerned, they 
realize that, s.l thou<Sh we indulge in cri ·!iic 3..sm of the Conmnmi ty 
and the Eur:lpean venture, it is nonetheless true that a simple 
re-tu ..rn to a narrower nationalistic outlook is imp0ssible and 
would be catastrophic and 11 therefore, clospi te all the hazards a..."I'J.d 
despite all the criticisms which have b~en expressed, our hopes 
rest fairly and squa:rely on this B~rropea.n venture. We have 
already :m.ade it clear at the Copen:!'mgen CongJ."ess, which sought 
to bring together the most broadly-based group of Europee.n vmrke:;.~s. 
that as far as we are concerned full employment, the purchasing 
povmr of wages, the quality of life and the concept of democracy 
as a vmole are not limited to political democracy but include 
democracy in the economic, social and cultural fields. 
We are in favour of the Community's achieving a policy of 
real solidari.ty with the. developing countries, a policy· wb.ich~ wbuJJ~ 
I 
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genuinely aim to guarantee the univeraa.l peace a:~d total. democracy 
t~t is our hope. 
c) Ur l..MEYE, Chairman of_ Gr ~\.::E ! 
Mr President, Ladies and Gentlemen~ Following my colleagues 
- the chairmen of the other two groups - I would speak on behalf of 
the employers' group and add cer·iiain comments and opinions, and 
stress certain points. The fact that yesterday the groups, and the 
, Economic and Social Co~uittee as a ~~ole, was in almost complete 
. agreement on ma~y issues and a number of views means that I do not 
have to linger on an Opinion which we have approved. by a very large 
majority, in fact almost unanimously. 
I would say, however, .. vh.a.t from the viewpoint of heads of 
undertakings and employers in general, it was iwportant to p0int 
to the potential (!_angers which would face the Eut"opean economy and 
Europe in general if the efforts we have made ·- not only since 1958, 
but since 1952 - were not followed through. The aim is not only 
to r-3 trengthen the international position of our cov11.tries, but to 
enable economic and social prog~cs3 as a whole to develop and grow 
by achieving a ·tmited Europe. After all, the only !'igl.:tre we quoted 
in the draft Opinion was the tripling of per capita gross national 
product between 1959 and 197 3, and I would point out that this feat 
was achieved nowhere else in the worlJ by a comparable assembly 
of COUJ."ltries. 
It is truly the European base that enabled this progress 
to be made. But I would like to take the op:portun:i.ty afforded by 
the presence of the President of the Council to sey that in the 
first years of existence of the Community it was not so much 
government decisions taken at the Council'tl1at were responsible for 
... ; ... 
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this progress, but the faith we had in the political will of the 
governments. 
There is no parallel between the particularly rapid and 
remarkable results achieved post 1959 and the rate at which 
decisions v1ere t£'.ken and enacted by the Council. It was faith 
in this political will that led those responsible for eco~omic 
and social activity to take the lead, They have done so in later 
years, but it must be realized that on occasions it has been 
difficult for them - in the midst of a whole series of tensions 
which were much more political than economic - to identify what 
openinzs there would be for economic and social progress in the 
years to come. To be very down-to-earth, I f'3el that it must be 
realized that a large unit like Europe cruL~ot be built without 
problems, tension or crises. But this is not the ll1portant side 
of the matter. We must realize that such a major venturG cannot 
be brought eb:mt in such a short time without meeting opposition 
a..""ld obstacleso The important, vital factor is the political will 
never to turn back. but to keep going forward, because this gives 
everybody yvho has to accept responsibilities or risks for future 
years an adeqtmte guarantee - even if not a complete one - that this 
political determination will progressively b::...·oaden the European 
case as circumstances and opportunities permit. 
I would be wrong to underplay the necessarily political 
stands of the governments and the Council or to ~~derestimate the 
importru1ce of a number of institutional changes which should or 
coula. be made at European level, but I believe - as was expressed 
e••l••• 
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very clearly yesterday - that Vle attach very much more sign:i.ficance 
~o political wi:l than to u1y runcndment of the ~:eaty cf Rone er 
to takir...g provicions and measv.rcs which ere perhaps inpo::-·tgr.t L"'l 
limited areas, b'.lt which b.Rve definitely no psycr.ological signj.fi•< 
eanoe insofr-~ as they enable changes to be made to measures 
being taken. 
The exceptional operetic~ w~ic~ is the European summit 
' 
conference is in our view a two-ec1ged sword, and there is no doubt 
that· it nn..1st be handled with a certain amount of 'care. This brings 
us to the permanent institutions of the Community end, in pv..:rtioula.r, 
the Council of liJjnisters. 
It would certainly be lacking in courtesy on our part, 
Mr President, if we were to discuss relations between the Economic 
and Social Committee and the Cm.mcil in an over-hasty or :perhaps 
not quite fair manner. ~bilst at times in the Comm~ttee so~e 
criticism has been voiced about the rate at which decisions are 
taken at the Council of 1!inisters, believe me, this criticism is 
due above all to ou:.-- g:-eat hope that on the poli-tical, inter-
govcrnme:ttal level - that is to se:y ~,.our level - a result can be 
obtained. By this I mean thP.t we would like to ~ee a suff·iciently 
fast fo1low-up given to all the work carried out here, work which 
is carried out by a broad-based membership with the large support 
which is afforded the Committee each time it draws up an Opinion. 
I shall conclude with some very brief thoughts on the place 
of the Economic ~"'ld·Social Committee within the framework of the 
... / ... 
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European institutions«~ It is not our intention to get bogged 
down in a dispute about names or legal concepts. :8-.. xt we do feel 
from time to time that we are underrated in relation to the other 
Co~nunity bodies, although there is no doubt as to our being 
re~resentative of Community activity9 On this Committee we have 
the widest possible representation of all facets of the economic 
an.cl social life of the Comr11uni ty., In view of this - but not 
forgetting the ~~provements which have already been made in recent 
months to the Committee's Rules of Procedure - there ru~e two things 
which we have very much at heart : 
'I'he first is that we hope that the Council of IIIinisters will 
take account of the Op~1ions which we submit to it aftar lang·and 
considerable pains and enormous uedication by all the members of 
the Co~~ittee. We hope that this can be done as part of a wider-
ranging ru1d more frequent dialogue. In this manner, we would feel 
able to see our work influencing the decisions made by the decision-
makers. 
We can and have already initiated this Yvork in the Committee 
by trying to change it from an advisory body of the Comm~~ity into 
a body for concerta-Gion. 
Our desire is to continue the concertation which we have 
already embarksc1 on, eve~ though no very obvious· resu.l ts have been 
obtained to CJ.ate. We woul0. like to open frank and sincere dialogue 
without conditions, with the aim of forwarding economic and social 
interests, interests which are1 after all, only different aspects 
of the same thing and which we all depend on. 
!Vf.r :?resident, Mr Chairman, I would conclude here by 
thru1:~:ing the President of the Col.mcil for devoting his time to us • 
... ; ... 
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Sometimes v.re feel a little neglected whe'11 we corop?..re the attPntion 
,· ', f' 
we receive with that afforded to the European })arlie.ment, ano·(;her of 
the Coim!lu.'11ity 0 s advisory bodies. There is also the fact that in 
international organizations, as in national orga: ... izations, the 
centres of pOiNer do not J.ike the advoso:-y bodies to come too near. 
From time to ·tine we look t'.p from the pile of repo::r:"ts drawn up b~r 
o·urselves and the Parli?ment to see how things are with the :thr1iament 
'and how it is treated. Sometimes we get the impression that we are 
., treated a litt:e less well than it is. I am sure that this is 
primarily the outcome of the political factor which is a re~ognized 
thing in all the I·~erJ.ber States. nevertheless, I feel that we would 
have more of a chance of incre~sing the effectiveness of our work 
, 
if we· could ca:rry out this dialogue in a more active and intensive 
marJler, a dialogue which we promote and of which we are the 
beneficiaries., 
* 
* * 
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· II 
Ae END OF TERM OF OFFICE _g'_EECH BY THE COl'lll\HTTEE CI-JAIBN.u1..N 
At the last plenary session durL~g his term of officet 
the Committee Chairman made the following speech : 
Ladies end gentlemen, colleagues, 
We have come to the last plenary session of the Committee's 
present term of office. In September the first Committee meeting 
of the new four-year term will be held and, as is usua1 at the 
beginnil~ of a new period in office, the Comn1ittee will choose a 
new Bureau and appoint my successor. 
I should now like to survey what has been achieved and what 
still remains to be done. 
A report on the activi~r of the Economic ru1d Social 
Committee over the past two years must take the general development 
of the Comm~~ity in this period as its point of reference. It was, 
in retrospect, a period of high hopes and deep disappointments. 
On.e of the key aims agreed at the 1969 Hague Summit 
Conference - P-nlargement of the Community - was achieved at the 
start of 1 r::rl 3 after protracted, tough negotiations.. li'o:r ·!:;he 
Economic and Social Committee accession meant an opportunity to 
welcome new members and the task, accomplished with exemplary 
smoo·chness, of arranging for their participation in its work. 
The second objective, a closer integration of the Community, 
at first seemed to be making good progress.., Initial noves were 
made towards economic and monetary union, and at the Paris Summit 
Conference of October 1972 the prospect even emerged of political 
union by the end of the present decadeo 
. .. ; ..... 
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· The events of recent months have, alas, shown the pre-
cariousness of these sup~o~edly ~rreversiple achievements. A 
successio:::1 of major set:,acl~s put t!te insti tutionn of tl:e Co:cmr .. mi ty 
t'emporarily ovt; of acti0n and brought them to the verge of a 
life-or-deat~ crisis. N'o fvn~_amentaJ. solution has yot bean found 
for the problems facing i;he C:onm1.mi ty, but the situation has ta1':'en 
a turn for the better, and 'Ghe future ca.."1 be reviewed with less 
concern. 
The activity of the Economic a"1d Social Committee was 
inseparably lin1::ed to this pe.ttern of events. It brought out a 
series of Opinions and studies on practical implementation of the 
resolutions adopted at the Paris s~mnnit Confererce. The Heads of 
State or Gover~en~ had ~eclared for the first time that the social 
~tegration of Evxope was as important an objective as economic 
integration, anc1. S])ecial reference should be made to the Committee 
Opinion on the Community's Social Action Programme. Mention should 
also be rnad.e of its work on the projected economic and monetary 
uniono Of lasting importance for the Committee was ·;;he call by the 
Pario Conference for closer participation of the social partners 
in Community decision-making. 
\Vhen the Community crisis reached its peak early this yee.r 1 
the Committee, as almost the only organ still working normally, 
appealed to employers, trade unions, social groups and the pub;tic, 
thereby making its contribution towards safeguarding j_)ast achieve-
ments and getting European integration moving once rc.ore,. Its 
attitude to the crisis was not just a momenta~ reaction to events, 
but also an expression of the sense of responsibility felt by the 
social partners represented on the Committee for the objectives of 
EUropean integration. 
The effectiveness of the Committee depends on its place in 
the institutional machinery. In the past its dev-elopmeri:t has been 
impeded by the fact that it was not recognized .as being an 
.... ;lit •• 
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institution. Recognition of this status would have entailed its 
being gra~ted certain privileges enjoyed by comparable national 
ins:ti·~utions. In particular, the Committee felt that it WClS 
seriously handicEtp:ped by the fact that it could not deliver 
Opinions on its own ·initiative but only when consulted by ·the 
Council or Cormnission. The Comrni ttee 's sustained efforts ove'J..' 
a number of years to bring about a change in this situation were 
finally crowned with success in 1972 : at their Summit Conference 
in Paris, the Heads of State or Goverrment invited the Cotmcil 
and thB Commission to grant the Committee a right of irlitiative. 
A revision of the Rules of Procedure was then set u1 hana to eive 
this right of initiative form and substance by setting cut t:1e 
exact conditions for its application. T~1.e architects of ti:..9 
revision were fully aware of the political j..mplications of this 
new departure, and one of the amendments states that the Co1nmittee 
can only take up matters on its own initiative if a sufficient 
proportion of Ccmmi ttee members concur. ll1 the meanti:rne t::1e 
Committee has exel"'Cised its new-won right on nu.'11erous occasi.ons. 
It has c!.eliverecl OJ."' started to prepare a number of "ovm initiative" 
Opinions, notably on the multilg,teral GATT negotiations, the problems 
corL'Ylected with a Community tec:r..nological and industrial policy 
programme, the renewal or extension of association agreements with 
cOlmtries which have special relations with certa:in Member s-~ates, 
and the emrloyment situation in the Community. 
Another matter of fundamental importance for the Committee 
is the action tal{en by the Council and Commiss i.on on its Opinions • 
According to .Article ·189 of the EEC Treaty, Committee 
Opinions are legal docur.'18nts but do not have bindi:nE force. This 
makes it all the more necessary to gauge the :1.ctu.al effect of the 
CoiD~ittee' work8 But this analysis is hampered by the fact that 
... ; ... 
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e.lthough the Committee is naturaJly anxious that the Council or 
CC':r.mission keep it informed. of the action taken on its Opi:'lions, 
neither the Treaties nor the laws based on them lay dovm a mai::.dn:~or..r 
procedure~ 7.he o~ly way of assessing the real j~~nct of its 
Opinio::.s is to ::?iece together empiri.ccl in:'o:rnation after decisions' 
haYe been taken" Last year the Chairman of the r.onJir:.i ttee therE'fore 
made a whole series of approaches to the Council and the Co~T.ission 
with the aim of improving liaison in this matter by establishing a 
systematic L~formation procedt~e. It was not the Committee's 
inten·tiion, of co"..lrse, to press t~'le Commission to introduce tl1e 
procedure usecl. for the Eu.ro::;ean Parlianent, that is to sa~r detailed 
accotmtE of how Opinions have been taken into consideration. 
Nevertheless, the Committee made it clear that periodic reports, 
which in cert:ain cases could be amplified, would be extremel~ 
desirable. The Commission welcomed this proposal from the Committee 
end the General Secretariats of the two organizatj_ons we:"'e instructed 
to work out details. 
~fl1ile the co~tacts with the Commission can on the whole be 
d.escrj_ bed as definitely positive» a more qualified. verdict must be 
given on those with the Com1cil. Tl1e Committee continues to 
consider closer cooperation with the Council a~d the various 
competent bodies as one of its prime objectives. Sati~factory 
solutions have no·t yet been found for all aspects of this problem, 
but some success has been achj.eved, first and. foremost the agreement 
of the President of the Council to take part in a general discussior~ 
with the full Commi t·tee at least once a year. It .is to be hoped 
that this is the beginning of a procedure that c~ be widened in 
the future. The Chairman's tallm with the Connc2.1 yielded a nt-wber · 
of further concrete res1uts, the most important of which are li~ted 
below. 
~ .. ; ... 
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Progress towards the attendance of competent Council 
officials at Committee sessions is as follows : members of the 
Permanent Representatives of the Member States have been L~vited 
to attend sessions wherever possible, as observers~ The General 
Secretariat of the Council is also endeavouring to s~~d competent 
officials as observers to Committee sessions and section meetings. 
The General Secretariat now has observers at every Committee 
session and the members of the Council are officially informed 
of the work carried out. 
With regard to the action taken by the Com1cil as a result 
of Committee Opinions, the Council has assured the Committee that 
account is taken of its Opinions at all levels of the Council's 
work. The Council indicated, however? that it is the authority 
which has the final say on Commission proposals, it will not be 
able to infonn the Committee about the action taken on the latter~s 
Opinions until it has final~y adopted its decisions, which are then , 
published in the Official Journal of the European Conmnmities. 
The Council recognized the fact that the Committee would 
be able to operate more efficiently if it were better informed of 
the work of the Council and the guidelines followed. 
The Committee has frequently pointed to the need fo:r 
better coordination of its work with that the Council. One of 
the Corr.!llli ttee 's suggestions was t}1at it should be g::_ven advance 
notice of the relev~~t Council agendas, to enable it to plan its 
ovvn work accordingly. .Another idea the Committee put .forward was 
to have a member of the Comrnitteej as a rule the rapporteur for 
an Opinion, take part in preliminary work at the Counc:tl. 
The Permanent Representatives Committee was another body 
with which the Comr.ai ttee wished to have closer contacts • 
... ; ... 
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The Council has therefore proposed that the ·Jhairman of 
the Economic and Socie.l Ccmm:L t"!ie~ a.J.C: -~he Cl'u:i:--:r:r-..:.2 of the Pe:"'tr?.rte":'l.t 
nepresen~ativGs Cc~ittee s~culd hold meetings et which there 
would be gene::.:·ai inforr:ml exchanges of views and the Com.--ni ttee 
would be provided with genera.l information on the relations 
between itself and the Council~ 
These meetings v1ould supplcm·:mt the contact which alrea1y 
ex1.sts bet~1esn the two General Secretariats for the p·.1rp0se of 
exchanging techni.cRl informat~.on. 
The Council has laid down the following procedure for the 
pttblication of Corumittee Opinions: 
a) All Committee Opinions on matters which are gene:':-all~r published 
i.."'l. the Official Journal of the European Communi til3z t=tre to be 
published in that Journal, by way of ir~ormation, on the 
initiative of the Committee as soon as their text is available 
in the official languages of the Community. 
b) Opinions are to be published •:d tl:out an..u.exes b1.•.:t with rejected 
proposals for amendments~ Th~y are to bear the signature of tr.e 
Chairman of the Committee. 
Another matter coming under rela·tions with the Council is 
the revision of the Commi"'litee' s B.ules of Procedure. v:i thout 
~~shing to give a final verdict, it is aafe to say thet although 
~ot all the, proposed a~endments ;ron Cotmcil acceptance, key 
objectives of the Committee have neve~heless bP.en achieved, marking 
a suo~essful conclueion to the laborious and complex preparatory 
... ; ... 
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work by the ad hoc commission. Yet it should continue to be the 
·committee's' aim to obtain complete autonomy over its Rules of 
Pl~ocedure such as is enjoyed by other comparable bodies, and 
thus to shed the last of the restrictions originally placed on 
its work. 
~y the terms of its Rules of Procedure, the Council and 
the Commission are the only Community institutions with which 
the Committee has official relations, so its contacts ~~th the 
European Parlirunbnt have been less in evidence. For some time, 
however, the Comrni ttee has been concerned to establ:5.sh close 
relations with tne European Parliament and has repeatedly let 
the Parliament know of this desire. The Committee discounts the 
fear expressed by some people that an extension of the Committee's 
privileges might limit the rights and responsibilities of the 
Parliament. In n~~erous speeches and statements, the Chairman 
of the Collllnittee has expressed its unqualified support for the-
efforts b3ing made to extend the powers of the European Parliament 
with the object of furthering the democratization of the Community•: 
institutional machinery • 
. After the enlargement of the Community one of the dommi ttee' s 
top priorities was to establish the closest possible relations 
with the governments and representatives of economic end social 
activities in the new Member States. This was the purpose of 
three official visits made by the Chairman and th~ Vice-Chairmen 
of the Committee, to Britain in March 1973 and to Denmark and 
Ireland in May.., 
But the formation of new contacts did not mean that 
relations to the six origi.."'lal Member Stat-es were neglected. All 
were officially visited by the Chainnen during his term of office. 
Without going into detailss the talks which took place during 
... ; ... 
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these fisits with competent members of goverTh~ent and leaders of 
the represa:utati\"e busin.css, -brc.de union and social organiza"!iio~!;:l 
were fl'ui tful und have helpad maintain a dialogt'..e bet1r:ecn th3 . 
Committee and ~he public in these countries. srecial mention must 
be made of the meaia coverage these visits received, which has 
done much to familiarize a wider public with the Committee's role 
and work. 
J..mong the Chairman's activities in furtherance o~ the 
relatio~s of the Corr®ittee outside the Community was the fact-
finding visit to a :n:ur1ber of associated African countries in 
April 1973 • The talks in the Republic of Zaire and in Kenya 
centred on developmer.t aid and particularly the possibilities of 
speeding up industrialization of those countries. 
In J~~e 1973 the Chairna~ paid a vveek's visit to the 
United States, during wh~c:P, talks were held with the Administration 
and other leaders inter alia on Community-US relations, particularly 
as they affect the two sides of industry. 
These talks will be continued and amplified in July 1974. 
Mention must also be made of the Chairman•s-fact-finding 
mission to Japan and Singapore in April 1974. 
All of these visits, whether to industriali~ed or developing 
countries, have brought to light a demro1d among the leaders of 
... ; ... 
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employers, trade unions and social groups for more information 
about the Cornmuu~ityQ They have demonstrated the need'for reguJ_ar 
information exc'nanges of this nature. 
A first concrete step in this direction was the visit of 
the Section for External Relations,led by its Chairman, to Senegal 
and the Ivory Coast. The Cowmittee's work on relations with the 
associated countries of Africa ~~d Madagascar, was thus given a 
new dimension, and interesting prospects have opened up for 
~xrther tangible contributions of the Committee with regard to the 
associable countries in the British Commonwealth. 
At least as much attention was given to contacts with non-
Community institutions as to external relations. Meetings of 
various kinds 'Vvere organized - including a meeting of the 
secretaries-general of Member States' economic and social cot:mcils 
which took place in Brussels over several days in September 1973. 
The need for closer cooperation with the eco~omic snd 
social councils which exist in r:.1ost of the ~.'Iember States V'ras one 
of the main themes of the Chairman's official visits to these 
countries. Agreements were made to im~cve and extend existing 
information arrangements, and still closer links between the 
economic and svcial councils and t~e Committee through their 
respective chairmer.. are planned for the future. 
At the Paris Suomit Conference a list of priorities was 
dra'Vv.n up in the following fields : economic and m~netary union, 
regional policy, social policy, industrial policy, the environment, 
energy poliay and external relations. These questions and many 
... ; ... 
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other proposals for regulations and directives which a~e too 
numerous to n:ention here were a.:.scussed at a to~al of nineteen 
plenary s~aaio:1s (four i.."1 1972, nine in 1973 an c. six :i.n 1974) 
during the present Chairman;s term of office. In January 19'"(3 
the Cor.nnitt8e ::tclapted its working procedures to changed-require-
ments by reorganizing its specialized sections ro1d sub-cor~uttees 
into nine sections, and ass~~&.'ling the~il responsibili·~y for 
individual aspects of its wc.r~:. This is of co1.:trse not the time 
and place ·t;o a-ttempt a detailec1 ar...alysis of the :::nc..ny 0:-.?inions 
the Cornrnit~ee has delivered. ove:- the past two years, but the 
followinG figures give some idea of the volume of work carried out: 
September to December 1972 
Ja"1.uary to December 1973 
January to July 1974 
19 Opinions 
75 Opinions and 3 Studies 
75 Opinions and 5 Studies 
~~en evaluating these results it must be borne in mind t~t, 
even 'before the latest crisis the Council was taking decisions on 
barely half of the documents referred to the Economic and Social 
Cornni ttee • This unsatisfactory situation has, if a-r..y·thing, further 
deteriorated in recent months. In view of this, one of the most 
urgent concerns of the Economic and Social Committee is to over-
come t:1e parulycis a=.:fecting Community decision-nnldilg. As regard.s 
those questions on which the Council subsequently reached a 
decision, however, the Bconomic and Social Committee has clearly 
achieved poci ti ve results. According to a survey published j_n 
the .Annual Report for 1973 only two of the Opinions on the 
thirty-five subjects referred to the Committee were co~pletely 
disregerded. It must be added that cuch a quantitative bren~rdow.n 
gives no indication of the nature of the indivictual Opinions, a11d 
that a definitive evaluation must take qualitative aspects into 
consideration. However, a great step forward would be. made if a 
satisfactory way were found of infor1ning the CorMnittee in practice 
about action taken on i i;s Opinions by the Council and the Co:mmissj_on, 
thereby allowing ·the Comn1ittee to gauge accurately the success of 
its work. 
c . .. ; .... 
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The effectiveness of the Opinions is intimately.bonnd up 
with the audience which they reach. T~.1ere is vvideopread ignorance 
amongst the public of the existe~1ce, composition and functions of 
the Economic and Social Corrrrni ttee, and its members have consequentJ.~r 
called for oore purposeful and more vigorous action on the pu0lic-
relaticns side. The aims of the public-relations work cru1. be 
s~~arized as follows: general publicizing of the work of the 
Economic and Social Conunittee 1 in order to bring home its 
activities to the public at large, whose interests the Co1nmittee 
represents and whose support may th.erefore be anticipated; to 
bring interested parties together; ~1d to improve its status 
relative to European and inten1ational institutions. 
Bearing in mind the need for effective measures in this 
matter, t;he Bureau of the Committee has set up "vithin the 
Secretaxiat a Directorate for Press and Information and External 
Relations, headed by a Director-General. 
In the meantime, the first steps towards a more vigorous 
press policy have been made by speeding up dispatch to the leading 
press agencies of press releases on Comr.li ttee Opinions aad by 
phrasing theoe press releases in a more journalistic style. As 
a result Co~ittee activities - which had previously received 
little attention from the media - have featured ~nlch more 
extensively in the press. The holding of meetings outside Brussels 
has proved to be a further effective means of publicizing 
activities. Appropriate press and television coverage was given 
to the November 1973 plenary session in Strasbourg ~~d to the 
Section E1eetings held in various Mem'ber States. 
. .. ; ... 
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During the period under revievt changes vrere made in the 
Secretariat of the Comni ttea to match the new reqlJ.ir·ements 
arising from ·the right of initiative and, above all, frcm the 
eTilargement of t~e ComnnL~ity. The budget of the Committee was 
increased appropr-iately. 
The opportunity was also take:1 to reform the structure of 
the Secretariat. The main cha"'lge vvas the establishuant of a new 
Divisio~ (Directorate for General P~fairs) in order to give 
greater public prominence to th~ role of the Economic and Social 
Comrrdttee in.the Con~ity's institrutional machinery. 
The basic units of the Seoretariat, in addition to the 
General Secretexiat and the departments associated with it are: 
A Directorate for General Affairs, (Press and Information 
Division and External Relatione .Division); 
- Two Directorates engaged in studies and advisory work. 
Directorate B co~prises the Secretariats of the Section for 
Econonric and Financial Questions, the Section for External 
·.· Relations, the Section for Social Questions and the Sec .. bion for 
Protection of the Environment, Public liealth and Consuu1er Affairs. 
Directorate C comprises the Secretariats of the Section for 
Agriculture, the Section for Regional Development, the Section 
for Industry, Corunerce, Crafts and Services, the Section for 
Transport and Cornnunications and the Section for Energy and 
Nuclear Questions; 
- A Directorate for Aa~nistration, which comprises the Personnel/ 
Staff Regulations Division, the Specialized Financial Department 
and the Specialized Department of Internal Questions and the 
Translation Division. 
The organizational adjustment of the Secretariat to its new 
duties and responsibilities has not always been carried out 
without difficulties. It is, therefore, evident that further 
... ; ... 
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efforts must be made to improve ~~d modernize the worlcing me~hods 
of tne Secretariat. 
As stated earlier, the Chairman's term of office was marked 
by peaks and troughs in the development of the Comn1unity and the 
Co1nmittee. Hope for smooth, sustained Conmrunity progress has 
been put to a hard test by the latest crisis. ThG pr8sent 
deep-roote1 differences of opinion - which however are no novelty 
about the future of the institutions force us to conclude that the 
future polj_tical constitution of the Europero1 Coi111TIUl1i ty will not 
see the light of day fo~ oomn time to come. This is a matter for 
regret. Genuiae participation of the population of EtiTope in 
Comn1unity decision-making and democratic monitoring of economic. 
anu social decisions vdll be the criteria for the public 9 s verdict 
on the European idea. 
It follows that future policy must concentrate on 
democratizing the European Comraunity. It is vital to give 
priority to reinforcing the democratic legiti~acy o~ the European 
Parlia.TJJ.ent, if the aim of a European union - ·~o be bas.ed, as the 
Heads of State ·or of Government are determined on democracy, 
freedom of opinion, f~ee movement of people and ideas and partici-
pation of the public ·through freely elected representatives - is 
to be ~aken seriously. 
In this respect, the Economic and Social Coro~ittee considero 
itself to be a body which influ€nces and endorsGs decision-malclng 
in the European Comrrrnnity in the common interest. Greater powers 
for the Economic and Social Committee - which should have 
extensive inforrnation, advisory and consultative rights - would 
.. '/); ... 
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in no way restrict the rights or the function of the European 
Parliament. There is no q,ues"ticn of replacing the democratic 
legi tima/ition of the European P8Xliament by a corpore;ti ve sys·~em, 
the aim is ·to bring ou~ in the open the ilr...fluence exerted by 
economic ~d social interests on policy decisions. The prospect 
of closer grass-roots in.vol Yement in Community decision-making 
hinges on maximum ope1~ess and transparency of sectional interest 
pressures and the need for reasona~le discussion of basic and 
specific issues between conflic·ting interest groups in Community 
decision-rilliking. An increasing role for the interests represented 
on the Economic 8~1d Social Committee would make an important 
contribution here. 
* 
* * 
· Ladies and gentlemen, 
Now we have taken stock, I should like to tha~ all those 
who have made my task an easier one. My tha.nlts go ::'irst of all 
to Vice-Chairmen Mr C.ANONGE a.."ld Mr 11\.Sl?RONE for the invaluable 
su:ppcrt they have given me. I can honestly say that all esnG:.1tial 
decisions by the chair have been taken jointly ·with the Vice-
Chairmen. I would also like to thn.nlr the tlembers of the Bureau. . 
I did, incidentally, have the chance to do so yesterday~ 
Allow ne next to thank the Chairmen of the three Groupo, 
r.1r l.:i:.!E".{.Ct J:.ir DE:Ell:n1NE nnd ~Ir GINGN:.crm.E., :cue to their influence 
... ; ... 
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and the mediating role they have playeu, the Committee ha~·always 
managed to ;present a united frontl even in times of difficulty. 
I would also. like to thar.U{ section chairmen'for having 
p:repared the work of the plenary sessions so effectively. They 
have got through a tremendous· amount oi' worke 
Finally, my thanks go to members of the Secretariat vi11o -
have had so many difficulties to contend with over the past two 
years. The Secretary-General, DO. DELFINI, the Chairman. of the 
Ste.i'f Committee~ and everybody working in the Secretariat 
deserves my thanks for the help they have ~i.ven. Nor must we 
foreat the1 members of my private nffice who have relieved me of 
a. considerable amount of work during these two. years~ 
However, nothing that. has been aoh:i.eved could have been 
achieved td thout the continuous willingn.ess of all the Members 
to devote their abilities_ tiJne end- energy to it. 
Ladies and gentlemen, without the willingness of members 
of the .Committee ·t;o work hard at all, times, without their ability, 
and talent, ro1d vdthout the time th~~ have given us 9 I do not 
believe I co1.lld have achieved what I havee Over the past two 
years I have admired the devoteu way you have tackled your duties 
and I am referring not only to your presence and ac·tivities in 
Brussels, but 8lso the .work you have done elsewhere. 
!ov..r vi si "'Gs to !\~ember States have publicized the work of 
our Committee a."'ld each and every member has made an outstanding 
contribution to their success. For all this, ladies and 
gentlemen, I am most grateful today. 
... ; ... 
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I should like to end on a purely personal note. Fo:r me these 
two years, have '!Jeen most valuable. In my capa.ci·ty as C!hair.nn.n I 
have 1'lad a 'ereP.t r.u.mbe:r: af experiences V~rhich are w.re to stand ne 
' - ' 
in good stead ~or the fu~~re. The~e ha~e of c~n~se been difficulties 
here and there bu.t.lexperience teaches us to overcome them. Looked 
at in this way my term of .office has been a priv:).lege a~d a joy 
and it is because·- you have pu:ii YvU:.." confidence ill me f;:ta·ii I have 
found these two yeD.rs so enrich:Lcg. 
Some of.you, ladies and gentleJI!en, may perhaps remember 
···the first plena;ry _sessi·on I, had the honour of chairing two years 
ago. The session had hardl~ got under way before I had to face a 
whole mass of points of order and amendments to the agenda even 
I 
though I did not ~ow th0 Rules of P.rocedure ~as well as I do now. 
I remember saying with -'che· micro full on, ~~ea commence bien9', 
witho1J,t. of course being convinced by·what was after all an 
, I · ,. , i , ~ • l 
involuntary reacti.on. Today, having reached the. end of my term 
of 9ffice, .and now being fully convinced, l would say t9 you that 
.. the fea-'rure of these two y~ars has been the very fi:r1e te~ work. 
t I thank you :f'o,r having made it possible for me O"'te~ tl'leso .years 
to coke my contribution to the Cormnittee and to Europe. I 
I 
~­[' 
f 
B. Following this speech the spokesmen of the thre~ groups 
made· the following speeches: 
.A.fter your end-of-terf!l speech I. feel it is right .and 
proper, 'Mr Chairm~, to thank you for the manner i."l which you 
' 
have not o~y co~ducted our work but also cha~red~our meet~gs 
over the last' two years. 
\ • •rl • •• 
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You have :::..Gd our discussions with firm.-rwss and amiable 
authority, and have done so with rua~ in..<1:3ight into -'the work GQdng 
on and with a deterrrlination to stren:S.rthen the positicn of the 
Economic and Socia: Committse witbin the Europea."'l institutional 
machinery. And you have done so at a time when this coulc1 not 
have been easy. We have carried out all our work under your 
guiding hand. I believe we have thereby helped not only to 
keep up the flow of ideas but to maintain the concerted action 
which is needed within the Economic and Social Committee and the 
European institutions. We are greatly indebted to you; you will go 
do\~1 as having been a gre&t chairman. 
Mr Chairmew."'1, colleagues, having heard the Chair:man 1 s 
report I too, on behalf of the Workers' Group, should like to 
lay stress on the constructive achievements of these past years. 
In particular I wonld thank the Chairman of the Committee most 
warml:r for the way he has stimulated anrl led the discussions of 
our CoDGittecin spite of all the difficulties and the fact that 
we have not always been easy to please. 
I shouJ.d also like to draw your attention to the work 
of the Bureau, guided and stimula·ted by the Chairman, vvhich has 
been the driving fo:r"ce behind 01J.r ac·tivities. As the Chairrilan 
has said, fine work has b~en done. Nevertheless he also said -
and, if you will allow me, I should like to dwell on this for a 
minute or so - hG also said that the work that had b;;en clone 
over the past few years had to be carried on if we wanted our 
efforts to be rewarded. In this connection ::;:: should like to 
voice some of the concern felt by the Workers' Group in recent 
years with regard to the Committee as a whole. We are well 
... / .... 
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aware that the yardstick fo::- our work is not a1V~.ra~rs the :n"JlT..bcr 0f 
Opinions thP.t e.:cc: delivered. but the quality of ou.r r:Uscnssions 
on these 0-pj_nio::-ls. iJllhen you look at today's e.ge:nda .... twenty 
or so Opinions, reports or studies - and realize that since the 
begurning vf 19/4 there have been 75 Opinions ru1a reports, and 
--------~ 
. ... ~-'· . 5 studios - it is hard no·~ t;o he ir.:.p::-esaa~ And ;y-et t:wse f.:..a ~ cen:n.g 
figures throw up big c;.uost:l.on m:J.rlw for the fut'J.re. vr..1.ere are 
we heading if this procees cor.tirues? Is there not a good 
ohe..nce that 't;he quali·cy of the Committee's work will deteriorate 
if much of o~~ work is done by the clock and almost according 
to mass production me·hhods? .bnd yet we want our work to be of use. 
So~etimes we wonder what purpose is served by some of the Opinions 
we have a.·elivered, and perhaps if we scoured the libraries of the 
Commission we wotud no doubt fu1.d that some of the Opinions had 
never been touched end had hardly been read or studied because some 
of them had arrived after the Coi.lllcil had taken its decisions. 
The value and usefulness of Opinions delivered u.:;.1der these 
circ~stances need ·to be questionedo 
As a resu.l t of the tireless wor:!.1: and. efforts of the 
Committee, our Opinions are now published. This is to be wel-
comed, but should we now aim to·go even further so that we 
can reach the vast maj ori t.y of public opinion vvhich does not 
read the Official Jour:n.al of the Comrc..1.G.'lities eve~r night? After 
eJ.l -'Ghe progress thP.t has been made over the last few :rears, 
should we not now aim to remove walls and barriers and lift the 
blanket that has blacked out our work and sessions? If we want 
European public opinion to lmow tha·!; an Economic and Social 
Committee exis~s, it is not enough to :i,....""lform it that it exists; 
it has to be possible for the press, radio and television to be 
. here and to follmv our work and our discussions. Despite the wa.lls 
erected by our rules,we shall perhaps have to find ways and means 
of changing all this and making sure that our work is followed 
up more speedily. 
. .. / ... 
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I have broue;l::l; this up, Mr Ch;;.irman, because you P·='i:nted 
out just now tha-t; our work and efforts over the last few years 
had to be contirn::.cd. .And I should also like to dra1v your 
attcntior.:. to the tmfinished discussions last March on the role 
and responsibility of the Comr.ni ttee. There was one point that 
was lef~ over and which had al~eady elicted a considerable:: nu .. -nber 
of remarks and reactio.J.1S from the Workers' Group. That was the 
last par~, the final part that could not be dealt with in the 
report, and which the Opinion which was adopted stTesseo. should be 
ro-eX&'nined with ~egard to the Cowxaittee 1 s working methods. I 
believe - and I Eu:1 sure we are all agreed ~- that one of the most 
important tasks of the next Committee will be to go ahead with 
these discussions along the lines of the Opinion we voted. 
1\Ir Chairr.J.an, I vvanted to bring this up because it was 
eJ.o:1e; t"he lines of what you were saying and of what the Workers' 
Group had advocated over the last few years. For us that means 
the bSLsis for a worl:ing prot;ra:J.'m1e and a plan of action by which 
we can advD..Y.l.ce along the same path we have trodden under your 
guidru1ce over the last few yeexs. 
Mr Chairman, I do not intend to expound on a'ly particular 
theme. I should mere2..y like to say personally and on behalf of 
Group III how grat.:;ful ancl indebted we are for the dynamism you 
have s~1ovvn at the head of our Committee. We also extend our 
tha.11.l\:s to the Vico-Chairmor.. and all the members of the Bureau, who 
have backed you up. We are certain that over the pe.st two years 
the post of Chairman has gained in prestige on accou...'lt of your 
personality and we are well aware that with your drive the Economic 
and Social Co1nmittee has made splendid progress both with regards 
to its status ru1d prestige as well as its internal ftulctionL~g • 
. . .. / ... 
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rlr C~1.E>.iro.a'11., speaking off the cuff, w:h£1-"'c has touchod me 
most pGrsonall~r have been the very kind wcrds you had to say a:i; 
the end of your speech. As f~r as we are concerneJ., I believe 
that the Cormnittee 1 s role is not only to study economic problems 
but to create among all me:.nbers an ideal by wh::.ch tl1is Europe 
you are so attached ·iio can pc:;::aha:ps be brpug..."lt into being. ;In 
. ·. your nost recent statements yon he.;ve stressed the importance you 
~ttached to Btrope. You have striven to overcome the crisis 
. • 
. .. ·: .. • . . 
and instil a certain optimism in the organs and leading figures 
fo~illing this Corumittee. 
It is above all for this, Mr Chairman, that I shotud 
like to thar.J: you on behalf of Group III. 
.... / ... 
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III 
PREPARATION OF THE OPINIONS 
.... ' 4 I ..... a SV ... ""$1 C t 'IG (I .. •• .. ' Ct $. 
1 .. 11 S J-.t.u.fl;t .i.OA • iF .. ~.~e •• c q_m_rr~-vl-t~~~ 
Rapporteur-General : r.1xs DE BRUYN .... I:-elgiu.o - Various in~erests 
In view of the difficu.l..ties being experienced by the 
European Economic Community, the Economic and Social Comm~ttee 
ll!lanimously aclopted during its plenary session on 17 and 18 July 
an opin~on on the situation in ·i.ihe Col.llil1Ul1ity. The Com.'Tiittee used 
its right of initiative in preparinG this opinion. Professional 
associations and trade union organizations will be able to draw on 
this ctocument and the opinion delivered last TI'Iarch on the future 
role of the Comm.ittee when steps are taken, in conjunction wi~h 
their affiliated bodies to alert public opinion to the need for 
revitalizing activity at Community level. 
During the July plenary session the Chairman of the Economic 
and Social Committee, Mr Alfons L.APPAS, presen·c0d the opinion to 
Mr ?.1ichel DO'I'JU?OUR, the President of the Co,_.mc:.il, v;hor:~e pn.rtici~Y:ttic::-. 
in the meeting marked a new stage in the relations between the two 
institutionso 
In the opinion, the Econonic and Social Commj.tteG notes 
with satisfaction thG recent positive signs that a fresh start is 
being illade and the initial concerted efforts to re-establish 
equilibrimn. It feels, however, that the difficulties are far· 
from being overcor,le and calls for a raturn to effGctive Community 
solidarity, which should take the for~n of swift, tangible action to: 
bring about ~2ropeffi1 monetary solidarity with a view to a 
return to system of fixed parities; 
- set up Coramunity machinery for effectively combatinG u1flation; 
... ; ... 
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implement the regional policy without delo.y t}r ~.llocnting 
resourceo to the P.egior..nl Fund; 
- implement with all due despatch, the social policy programme 
laid do~~ at the Paris ~~~nit Conferc~~e; 
- define a common energy policy which aims at g~.-te.rarr'uceing 
sufficient supp~.ies at :-'e::tno:'1.nb1.o cost ru~d nt reduc~_ng the 
Communit~tfs dependence on extorneJ. suppliers. 
It consiclers that the neecl for CoiD!!IU11ity political action 
mru~es it essenti&l to reject any narrow, constricting lega:ism 
~id precludes alleged institu~ional woaknesoes being used ~iY 
longer as an e.xcu.se for a lack of decision .. 
An imp~ovement in the decision-making process should bo 
ace~~anied by : 
- a strengthening of the powers of supervizion r:>f the Etlropea.n 
Pe.rliament and the election of its me:'!l.bars' by u..'l'li ve:-csi.'J. suff~age; 
- increasing participation of the economic and social groups in 
the Communi·ty r s decisions, in particular through development 
of the role df the Econoreic and Social Committee. 
Lastly, it strcss~s the need for a sustained flow of 
objective information to the public : trinstead of usi"1.g the 
Community as a scapegoat by layi:1g unpopular measures at its door, 
I 
or on the other hand., presenting the progress which has been made 
as national victories, politicians have the duty to pou~t out to 
public opinion the progress made in Co~~iity worl:. The professionr~ I 
organizations and trade ur..ions should assume the same responsibility 
., vis-a-vis economic and social circles"., 
.. ,; ... 
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The Economic and Social Committee considers that the 
provision of honest information to the public and the active 
participation of Community citizens ~re the only mea~s capable 
of awakening a European consciousnese. This is curJ."<:mtly lacking 
in the building of :tmrope; without it Europe will make no progress. 
+ 
+ + 
In response to chenges in the Community's energy supply 
situation which were underlined by the recent crisis, the .Commission 
reco91i~es the need for a clear redefinition of policy and seeks to 
se·t out a nev1 energy strategy for the next ten years. 
The Commission 1 s document comprises : 
- a general connm.,mication on the new strategy; 
a proposal on limiting the use of nc:-.tura..l gas i..'l'l power 
stations; 
a proposal for the restriction-of the use of petroleum 
products in power stations; 
a proposal concerning comon rules for imports and GX.fm.-ta 
of hydrocarbons; 
a communication on the rat~onal use of energy. 
. .. ; ... 
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The strategy outlined in the main Comrmmication :Ls l:l.imed at · 
reduc:i.ng the CoiDlllun:i.ty 1 s exte;-•nal energy depenrlence ·to the [!;"J..'e.?l:~e.:~ 
exten-t~ possible. On the dumc:md side, this preGup:poses a delj.~-,E;rc:te 
policy to oi:lta:.:n. a more efficient use of energy a"'ld -'.:;o red.u.ce waste. 
On the supply sic1e ~ e::1crgy :.>roc1uction fron Y.J.l..:clca~ sources, cas a11.d 
coal nr~st be maximized in .. order to reduce the importc:::mce of oil to 
the bare minirrrum. Translated j_nto concrete targets for 1985, these ' · 
objectives primarily entail : 
·- a 10% reduction in the level of consumption below that 
level previouEly estimated for the end of the perioc1; 
• a reduction of the Community's overall external energy 
.dependence from 63% in 1973 to 40%; 
- a red~ction in the share of oil in total energy con-
sumption from 61% in 1973 to 41%; 
- an increase in the share of nuclear energy from 1% to 
17% by ensv.ring that half of the Co~munity's electricity 
needs are me·t from this source in 1985; 
a contL1uation of coal production at its present level 
of output; 
an increase in the share of natural gas from 12% to 25% 
of total energy consumption. 
The Co~~ission points out that these are not forGcasts but 
ambitious objectives which arc designed to highlight the fundamental 
and difficult energy decisions with which the Cm:mnmity and its 
Member States are now faced. 
It is further suggested that the mcnac;ement of ene:rgy policy· 
should be assig'.lcd to a Co!F-11L'I1ity agency under the control of the 
Commission which would have a legal personality, financial autonomy, 
and a consultative committee compr~oing representatives of the 
Member States, indust~J, workers, users and consumers. 
. .. / ... 
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The Committee drew up its opinion on the basis of material 
produ~ed by. its Section for Energy and N~clear Questions chaired 
by Mr ICUIPERS - 1rctherlands - Employers (Rapporteur : 11r DL~OUP~E 
WJrkers). 
By a unanimous vote with 6 abstentions, the Economic ana 
Social Con1L1i ttee approved its opinion on the Gor.:ununicatio:;::;. and 
proposals of the Cmrnnission 9'Towards a new energy policy strategy 
for the European C otnmvni tJrt1 • 
~he Committee, reserving the rieht to unC:.e:;.~take a deeper 
. analysis of the Commission • s CoEJJ.minication and proposals in the form. 
of a s,1pplementary opinion when the :.ncoming Committee has been 
nominated, limits itself within the short time available for study 
to a nw":l.bor of prc:.liminary remarks. 
The Committee welcomes the Communication and proposals and, 
in particular, the objectives for enor~J policy set out by the 
Cormnissicn and approves their purposeful and ambitious character. 
These re-echo m.<?J.'lY of the ideas put forward by the Committee L"'l its 
recant major study on :?the Ob;jectives and Content of a Cannon Energy 
Policyn. Hovr.J-v:or, i"'c regrets th2:c the detail with which the energy 
policy objectives have boen defined has not been reflected in the 
ceo.ns for implementation vvhich the Contmission must now set out in 
greC!.ter detail~ 
The Co~mitteo is also surprised that little attention ~s 
given tCJ new onerc;:r forms and sources such as solar and geoth::Jrmal 
energy and thenno-nuclear fusion which, if properly developed from 
now on9 cCJuld pl::1y a far more negligible ro2.o by the year 2000. 
+ 
+ + 
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3~ Fuel stocks 
The CC'IJ1_'1lission now co:J.siders that, in vievv of tbe se"te:-:-e 
. ·' 
·economic disruptj.on which would result from any interruption in 
\.• electricity supply, it is necessary to guarantee the continui·i;y 
of electricity production by en&uring that power stations have 
access to sufficient quantiti6s of primary energy~ 
' ' 
'l. 
Whereas the Directj_ve of 1968, imposing an ob}.igation 
on Member States to maintain minimum stocks of crude oil and/or 
petroleum products ru~d of 1972 which, with effect from 1 Janu~r 
1975 raised the required minimum level of stocks from 65 days 
to 90 days, related only to petroleum products, the obligation 
in the proposed Directive applies to both oil stocks a~d coal 
stocks (but does not apply to natural gas or lignite). 
It ts proposed that Member States take appropriate 
measures to obl~ge electricity producers, from 1 January 1976, 
to maintain at thermal power stations, fired by oil ar_d coal, 
fuel stocks which shall be sufficient to enS"J.re foreseeable 
electricity supplies for a period of 50 days. 
The obligation to maintain .stocks shall apply to both 
public generatir:g stations and private industrial generators. 
Althougl:. the obligation affects all pm7er stations irrespective 
of their output, the Commission wil::t_ allow Member States to 
limit regular supervision to power stations with a capacity 
of 100 MW and overo 
The conditions under which Menber States may be permitted 
to let the level of stocks fall below the compulsory minimum, arc 
... ; ... 
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similar to those of Directive No. 68/414/EEC (i.e. special urgency, 
minor local needs, or, in the event. of a supply crisis, prior 
con~1ltation of the eo~nission and the other Member Statas) •. 
The Committee drew up its opinion on the basis of material 
produced by its Section for Energy and Nuclear Questions chaired 
by Mr IZUIPERS - Netherlands - Employers. 
Rapporteur : Mr BONOlVII - Italy - Employers., 
By a large majority with 4 votes against and 13 abstentions 
the Economic and Social Committee approved its opinion on the 
"Proposal for a Council Directive obliging the Member 
States of the EEC to maj ntain minirrrun stocks of fuel". 
The Committee believes that the economic consequences of 
an interruption of fuel supply are so serious as to justify an 
addi~ional element of stockpiling in the Community over and above 
the requirements of existing Directives which oblige Member States 
to hold 90 days' stocks of petrolemn products. It therefore 
supports the Commission's new proposal that 50 days'· stocks of 
oil and/or coal should be held at power stations to protect 
electricity production. Natural gas and lignite are excluded 
from the proposal, mainly for econooic reasons. 
The Com...TD.i ttee points out that the text of the Co:rr'Jnission 9 s 
proposeJ_ is unclear &.J.d requests that it be amended in order to 
... ; ... 
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ensure that the oil stocks held at power stations to meet this 
neyi rerJ,uirer.~ent are in a(1C.i "'.;t.2E: to the generc.l cb2.:Lge.t~on on · 
Member Sta-:;es t~ I!lainte.in 90 dcys• stocks of pct~ole1.."...ll :t:"!'Od'Jlcts. 
On the location of power stations' stocks, the Corrunittee 
feels that rigid insistence on stockpiling at the place of 
consumption may involve excezsive costs and believes that the 
Commission should adopt a more :'le::ible e,pproach to the use of 
public means of tran:::::port to li:'lk power stations v'li th their 
stockpiling oites,., 
In order to ensure that the objective of security is met, 
the Committee suggests that the stockpiling obligation chould, 
.·with certain except.ions, be extended to cover all fuels used in 
thermal power stations •. For the same reason, the conv8rsion of 
existing stations to dual-firing should be strongly ennou:raged 
and, as a long term measure, research and development work on 
the storage of natural gas at natural subterranean sites sl::ould 
be promoted. 
* 
* * 
4. Food aid 
The CoiJ.lillission' s :r,~emornndt:m proposes an e·:-::pandec. programme 
of food aid to deYeloping countries, both in response to emergency 
situations (e.g. disaster relief) and as an instrument of the 
Community's overall development policy. 
. .. ; ... 
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In the light of current and projected food shortages in 
developing countries, of the increases in. world food prices, and 
of the impact on the economies of developing countries of the 
energy crisis coupled with continuing inflation, the Commission 
argues that "the adoption of a substantial and coherent. food aid 
policy of the Conmnmity is becoming an urgent necessity". To 
this end it proposes : 
- an increase in the Community's current food aid commitments by 
means of a three-year indicative, quantified progranrrne; 
- the channeling of the bulk of the Community's food aid direc·tly 
to developing countries, while passing substantial and poss~bly 
increasing quantities through multilateral agencies; 
- the distribution of food aid for development (as distinct from 
food aid for emergencies) by means of open market sc~es in 
recipient countries, and the utilization of the resulting 
counterpart funds for development progrmnmes selected by the 
recipient countries and approved by the Community; 
- the delegation of authority by the Council to the Commission 
for executive decisions in the administration of food ai~; 
- the implementation of all future food aid through Community 
actions alone, so bringiP~ food aid in cereals (hithertq 
provided partly by the Community and partly by :rvlamber States) 
in line with food aid in other products~ 
... ; ... 
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- I The Economic and Social Connittee baDed l.ts Opinion on 
r1at.crial prcp:rred. by the fecti0n for E:~te!."''l92. ~elations tL"'1.de!' 
the chairmans:hj.p of Mr de PRECIGOUT - France - Employers. 
Rapnorteur : ~Hr T~~KER - United Kingdom - Various interests. 
-. 
The Committee adopted its Opinion unanimously on the 
"Food C'rJ.sJ.s and the Com"1llnity•s responsibility towards 
developi~ countries - ~emorandum on food aid policy 
of tb e European Cm:.ununity". 
The Committee points out that the Community has so far 
lacked a coherent food aid policy. It goes on to welcome the 
Commission's proposal and endorse the concept that proposals on 
food aid must supplement and not replace other forms of aid, 
such proposals having i.io fit into the broader framework of the 
Community's financial assistance to developing countries. The 
Con1mittee regrets, however, that the Cornrnission p!'oposals -
both in terms o~ objectives and instruments - do not disti~lish 
sufficiently between food aid which is based on humEmitarian 
considerations and food aid which is uesigned to promote economic 
development. 
The Committee's Opinion also deals with the relationship 
between food aid and financial aid, their respecti:-ve effectiveness 
and their relative fraction of total resources deployed to assist 
developing countries. 
In addition, the Committee makes a n1unber of suggestions 
and specific comments about fixing production targets for Community 
farming, the size of the medium-term indicative programme and the 
... ; ... 
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need for structural improvements to the food production sector 
in developing countries. Special attention has also been given 
to the pros and cons of channeling the Conmrunity's food aid 
directly to developing countries or through multilateral agencies. 
On the subject of the distribution of food aid for develop-. 
ment by means of open market sales in recipient countries, the 
Corr~ittee recommends that every precaution be taken to prevent 
aid programmes from being disincentives to increased c.gricultural 
production in recipient countries. 
It therefore reconwends that counterpart funds generated 
by food aid be applied to agricultural development programmes. 
* 
* * 
5. Stock Exchru1ge prospectus 
The proposed directive makes it compulsory to use certain 
schemes of presentation containing all the informations which 
should be brought to the knowledge of the public in a prospectus 
when shareo, debe~tures or certificates representing shares are 
admitted to stock exchange quotation. Provis1on is made for 
' certain combinations of or -adaptations to thase outline prospectuses 
to take account of the type of issuer concerned (fi.'1.rmcial 
institutions, public corporations), the natu~e of securities 
involved (g~aranteed loans, convertible loans, loans with warrants 
attached), the frequency of issue (continuous or repeated loan 
is~~es) or of pexticular kinds of operations (mergers, splits, 
public exchange offers). 
. ... ; ... 
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Certain rules are imposed regarding the enforcement 
of the prospe.::::tus requirzr.:9:'lts t::..""ld t.he pu'.Jlica·~io:::l o~· tr .. e 
prospGctus, a~C. provisio:1. io mc .. de- for cooperation on t!:.e:se 
matters between the appropriate national authorities and the 
Comission,. 
( ,· 
Tlle proposed· directi7e concerns companies in the broad 
sense of the term, including those in the public sector, while 
the draft recommendation covers securities issued by St&tes a"'1d 
local authorities, 
The Co~1nity rules proposed by the Commission are designed 
to provide better information for shareholders and debenture holders 
and to make su.ch in:::ormation equivalent in the Member States. 
They are aJ_so i.ntended to facilitate the interpenetrat:i.on of capital 
markets by it1provi.ng the quality end comparability of tb e informati·Jn 
published concerning securities quoted on the Community's stock 
exchanges. At present ~he paucity of such information is ha~pering 
cross-frontier dealings in these securities. 
( '•, 
The Economic and Socie.l Cor.unittee prepared j.ts Opinion on the .. 1 
subject on the basis of work carried out by its Section for 
· Economic and Financial Questions under the Chairmanship of 
Mr ROLLmGER - Luxe:u1bourg - Various Interests<9 ... 
·Rapporteur : Mr C.LUVIMANN - Ge:':'many Er.:ployers. 
The Economic and Social Corr.ni ttee adopted une.nimously its 
Opinion on the 
"Proposal for a Council Directive and the fu:"aft Council 
Rec'J!Dlllenuation on the prospectus for admission to 
official stock exchange quotation" • 
... ; ... 
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The Committee based its Opinion concerning the preparation 
of a prospectus, on the assumption that an essential part of 
Eu:r-opea:n i:i.1tegration is the creation of a. s1ngle capital market. 
The Committee believes that this is important for the fina:ncia..l 
needs of businesses and public authorities to be f'u.lly met in the 
!Vture t. 
The Co~~ittee further states in its Opinion that the free 
I 
movement of capital requires not only an alignment of foreign 
exchange regulations, but also an alig:t1.ment of stock exchange 
rules in the Member Stateso 
The Conunittee's specific comments stress : 
that it should be manda~ory for a company to issue a prospectus 
whcm. issuing new securities, This obligation should also 
e:::;:·tend to local authorities; 
- tha.t the freedom to waive publication of a prospectus under 
certain circun1St&~ces be tightened up; 
that the prospectus should sUpply the public in general in all 
the r.Tember States of the Comnnmity with objective information 
on the legal and economic situation of the issuer; 
that the announcement of the prospectus ought to be published 
in- the official journo~ of the Corrn~"Ullity, with an indication 
as to where the said prospectus ea~ be obtained. The prospectus 
should, where possible, be available in each Member State. 
The Con~ittee offers detailed recommendations regarding, 
in particular, the form of presentation of the prospectus for the 
admission of shares to stock exchange quotation. 
* 
* * 
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6. ,Reczc1i_ng 9f ;plutonium 
The d~velo~_)ment of nu0lear power in the ~o:1rLng ycR:::-'3 
using (enriched uraniu:n-fed) light-water reactors will leatl to 
I 
the outpu·l; of substantial quanti ties of plu·tonium. This fissile 
material nill ul ti1:nately be absorbed ty tl1.e ins·tallation o:' the 
next genex·ation of (pluto:'liU:-..1--fGd) fast-l:rce:icr reactors in 10 
to 20 ye~~ time. 
Since plutonium is considerably more difficult to handle 
than uranium, its handling, storage and developmen·~ as a nuclear 
fuel will give rise to cer baLJ. technical 6Ild environ.me:1.tal 
problems Wl1ic~1 req"..Aira fu.rther stu,dy • 
~1.e Comr~ission therefore, advocates the recycling of 
pluton~um as a fuel in light-water reactors as a transitional 
solution, and, in order to overcome the associated problems, 
, . proposes the adoption of a rese£1I'c:t and development progJ."'a!.'llD.e 
which ·would complement the efforts undertaken within the Member 
States and which would cost 5.6 million units of account over 
a four-year period beginning on 1 Janufu""'Y 1975. 
The Committee drew up its opinion on the basis of material 
produced by i~s Sa~tion for Energy ani N"..lclear ~~estions chaired 
by Chairma_..;, : rr.:r KUIPEP..S - Netherlands - Iznployers. 
Rapporteur : I)Tr SCHLITT - Gerna1'J.Y - Var:f_ous interests. 
By a unanimous vote, the Economic and Social Coro~ittee 
approved. its opinion on the 
... ; ... 
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"Proposal for a Council Decision adopting a programme of 
research and education for the European Atomic Energy 
Community on plutonium recycling in -light-water reactorsi'. 
The Committee broacny agrees wi t~1 the Commission :proposal fo·c 
a progra.'TILle of plutonium recycling in light-water reactors, 
covering the period 1975-1978. This material, which will be 
produced in considerable quantities in the coming years as the 
by-product of the present generation of ureniwn-fed light-water 
reactor nuclear installations, will ultimately be used as the 
fuel for fast breeder reactors which will COJD.e into st,rvice in 
10 to 20 years time. 
The Committee believes that the lower efficj_ency of using 
plutonium in light-water reactors rather than in fast breeders 
will be offset by a number of factors. Firstly, its use would 
take a lot of pressu~e off the i~creased demand for natural 
uraniUii.1• Secondly, it would give the nuclear industry in'the 
Member States some timely experience in the safe handling of 
pluto:c.ium. Thirdly, it would offer a solution to the considerable 
problem8 the Cornmxnity would face in storing the large quantities 
oi' plutonium v"{hich will be produced in the cov1ing years. 
Nevertheless, the Committee considers that the Conlffiission 
crust establish the date after which plutonium will no longer 
be re-cycled :i.n light.:..water reactors but reserved for use in 
fast·~breeder r~arJtors. 
Ta~ing account of the potential cangers which could arise 
from the growth of plutonium output, the Committee believes it is 
vitally important that the Community adopt apprcpriate uniform 
safety standards. 
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The COJmnittee finally considers that inEufficient attention 
is given in t~e programme ·t0 t~"e research in·::.o <'!e:o::-ta5.n. rrobl~:c.s 
in the f~.eld of pluto·niu.ra recycling and that some of its budeetl-\r:l' 
provisions are inad.equat e. 
* 
* * 
7. Second tobacco directive 
The purpose of the fiscal h~1onization programme for 
manufacture& tobacco products is to create conditions which 
facilitate the interpenetration of the marl(ets for manufactured 
tobacco product,s within the Community. 
Dj.fferences between the conditions of competition en 
the ma.rlrets of the Member States are stror_,_gly influenced by 
differences in the Gtrt:wtu.res of excise duties. HarMonization of 
these duties will thus make it possible to bring these conditions 
I 
of competition into line with each other, acd thus 2ssist the 
_interpenetra-'Gion of markets. 
By laying o.own the principles for harmonized te.xation of 
cigarettes, the Directive of 19 December 1972 took a first step in 
this direction. 1 However, if the objective of the harmonization 
is to be fully attained, the structures of excise duties on 
manufactured tobacco other than in cigarette form must also be 
fixed. Therefore, the products to which the harmonized structures 
are to apply nRlst first be defined. 
Manufac~1red tobacco must be divided into several groups 
(since manufactured tobacco products do not all have the sau1e 
... ; ... 
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char~cteristics, nor are they all used for the same purposes), 1• 
thus aJ_loV'ling the possibility of varying the tax burden. 
most Member States already classify manufactured tobacco 
in different groups and generally apply to each of these groups 
tax structures and rates differing from those applied to other 
groups. However, there are differences, sometimes considerable,. 
between the number and nature of the groups in use in the member 
States. Thus certain Member States distinguish either between 
cigars ond cigarillos or between cigars with a wrapper of. natural 
tobacco and cigars with a wrapper of reconstituted tobacco, while 
other Member States c1o not apply such distinctions. 
P~though the first Council directive of 19 December 1972 
took a first step in laying down the principles for harmonizing 
taxation on cigexettes, it also implicity recognized that different 
principles might be appropriate in the ta:x:ation of other tobacco 
products., Currently n1ost r,qember States not only differentiate in 
the t2~ation burden imposed. on various manufactured tobacco products 
but there are aJ.so notable differences between Member States in 
their classification of product groups for fiscal purposes. 
The second draft Di~ective is concerned with the selection 
and definition of common product groups to be adopted throughout 
the Co~mrunity. This is therefore an important and essential 
first step to any consideration of appropriate principles for 
harmonizing the taxation across the whole range of manufactured 
tobacco products~ 
Apart from purely fiscal considerations, the g~idirig 
;E_rinc~Je underlying the propo.s.§J-s of the second clraft Directive 
is that PT~~cts which are pe~ceived as similar by the consruner 
should be classified in the same product grOUE• 
... ; ... 
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The Economic and ~ocial Committee propared its Opinion on 
the S'U.'bject o~ t!le bas:.z cf v·i):•k ca:::·ried. out l:c-J i-~~s 88~-";i')r_ :':'Cl' 
Economic and' Financial ~~es~ions vnder the Chairmanship of 
.. Mr ROLI.INGER - Luxembourg - Various interests* 
I 
'I 
Rapporteur : Thtr Sean O'CE&LA:Ga - Il:'eland Employers. 
n1e Economic and Socicl Conmittee acopted by a lcrge 
majority against 3 votes and 7 abstentions, its Opinion on the 
"Proposal for a Second Council Directive on Taxes other 
thc-m tu.rnovflr taxes which affect ·the consumption of 
me.nufs,ctured tobacco" • 
The Conwittee whole-heartedly endorsed the Commission's 
views regarding the necessity for directives leading to early 
fiscal har~onization for manufactured tobacco productsc ~his 
is seen as the principal means of bringing about the c~nditions 
favourable to the interpenetration of the marl:::ets for these 
products within the Com.u--ru...."lity~ 
The Comn1ittee sees the necessity for a clear definition 
between cigars and cigarettes, since moGt r.1ember States tax 
cigarettes more heavily than cigars. T~1e criteria fol" def:i.ni!lg 
cigars is all-important, but the definition of the ether main 
product groups is seen as presentin~ no major problems 0 
....... ~. '"• -; ' 
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/ 
Transitional measures are also seen as being of consic1erable 
importance in view of the changes in .existing nation~ Iri.ru. ... kets 
: . 
which ficcal harmonization incur. 
In its specific comments, therefore, the Coramittae 
concentrates its attention on a more ~tbtle classification of 
. .. ; ... 
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cigars by a 3-tier weight system (compared to the Commission's 
proposal for a 2-tier weight system), and by wrapper type 
(r.atural tobacco and reconstituted tobacco) e 
The Committee considers the sub-division of cigars into 
two groups, as envisaged in this draft uirective, as being too 
restrictive, having regard to the diversity of cigar products 
being marketed in the Co1mroxnity. 
Since the number of groups to be adopted should not be 
prejudged in isolation from the fiscal structure and rates of 
duty to be adopted in a harmonize·acommuni'ty system of excise, 
the Coimni ttee proposes that Uember States be allowed to retain the 
option to classify cigars into several groups defined by the 
nature of the outer wrapper and certain ranges of weight. 
The Committee believes it essential that employment in 
the industry is not put at risk by too rapid a serien of changes, 
and therefore recommends certain specific derogations and 
the extension of general temporary derogations until 1 Jan1lary 1980~ 
* 
* 
8,. Waste oils 
This draft directive was drawn up as part of the Comrmxnity'D 
action programme for the protection of the environment, and comes 
... ; ... 
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' 
·within the scope of the Information Agreement of 5 r,iarch 1973 
(JJ No. C 9/73) concen'lir:g tho possible har.~:.o:~i.:=:ation of ur3·c~-t 
mec.su~"es related to tlle protection of the er.viro:'l).uent l> 
The p1.1.rpose is to harm.ontze national laws on the disposal 
of waste oils in order to fc.rbicl the depositing and treatment 
of ·waste oils in such a we,y as to co.use air, soil or \vater 
pollution. 
With this in view the Co~~ission proposes to set up 
an efficient and coherent system of treatment for waste oils 
together with su.i tf'..ble inspection procedures. 
The disposal of waste oils is to be carried out by means 
of recycling, regeneration and/or com~)usticn. 
Finally, the Commission proposal makes provision for the 
granting of indemP-ities to firms engaged in such activities as 
1.. a pa~rn:ent for services rendere.d. 
The Economic and Social Con~nittee based its OpLLion on 
material pre9ared by the Section for the Protection of the 
Enviro~Jnent, Public Health and Consumer Affairs Q~der the 
chairmanship of fi'J.r TI.l'l'/Lli.EKERS - Belgium. - Various interests. 
Rapporteur : r.Ir DE GR.t...VE - Belgium - Wor:rer~;:. 
The Committee adopted its Opinion with no dissenting 
votes and two abstentions on the 
"Proposal for a directive on the disposal of waste oils". 
' 
· Vfuilst aclmowledging the importance of the aim of the 
proposal, the Committee does not endorse all the methods 
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recommended by the Commission for the non-polluting disposal of 
waste oils. 
~1e Committee has endeavoured to achieve the same aim 
as the directive using the same methods of control, but has 
base~ its solution on the criteria goven1ing the disposal of 
other chemical waste, namely, prohibition of discharge into 
the enviroriment, incentives to encourage holders of waste to 
reutilize this materialt removal of we.ste by an authorized firm 
and, if necessary, inclusion of the cost of removal in the cost 
of production and, consequently, the selling price. 
The CorMuittee considers that the introduction of a 
system incorporating all of these principles would make possible 
a more just application of the "polluter pays" principle and, 
unlilre the directive, would at the same time encou::::-age firms to 
rationalize procedures for dealin& with industrial waste. 
This would :?revent charges which vary from one country 
to another from creating new barriers to trade. 
* * 
9. Textile nm.!e s 
---
I.n __ t,h:Ls proposal for a c1irective 
~he Commission proposes the adc1i tion of the D8llish term 
"Nyklip:pet uld"• 
The Co:mmi ttee c1rcv: up its Opinion on the basis of 
:material produced by its Section for Indust1~, Commerce, Crafts 
... ; ... 
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I 
and Services. Chai~~~ : Th~ HIPP - Germ&~y ~ Employers. ' 
Rapporteur : Hr P$-:TER - Denmark - :Er.1ployers. 
~~e Economic and Social Comrnittee adopted its Opinion 
unanimously on the 
"Proposal for a c1irecti-re of "th3 Council amending 
Directive No. 71/307/:;.EI~C on the approxima.ti..Jn of i.he 
laws of the l\IeBbc~ States relating to textile names 11 • 
The Co~~ittee approves the Commission's proposal. 
* 
* * 
10. Customs treat@ent - reim~ort~~on of goods 
The main object is to allow a derogation from the · 
application of Common Customs Tariff C..uties in the case of 
goods which cone from third cow1tries, were originally e~~orted 
from the customs territory of the Community, but, for variOl-lS 
reasons, are re~1ed to it. Goods which were originally 
exported from the customs territory of the Commm1ity under 
inward processing arrangements are also to be accorded a~ 
element of exemption in order to avoid taxation of the Community 
products they co~tain. 
To facilitate i~entification of goods in the event of 
their being l"eturn.ed to a !,~ember State other than that from which 
they v1ere exported, it is proposed that the COilliletcmt authorities 
at the customs office at which the goods are exported should 
.issue, on application ~J the person concerned, a QOcmnent 
! containi.n.g the requisite information. 
. .. ; ... 
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The Economic ana Social Committee based its Opinion on 
'mat(,;rial prepared by the Section for Industry, Commerce, Crafts 
CXl.l.!. Services 'l.mder the chain"'lanship of r.Ir HIPP - Germa...Dy 
~players.-
P.apporte"t-lr : Mr DE GRAVE - Belgium - Workers. 
TJ1.e ComrJ.i ttee adopted its Opinion -:xnan:irnously on the 
"Proposal for a Council Regulation on the customs 
treo.tment applicable to goocls returned to the custons 
territory of -'Ghe CommiD'li ty". 
The Cornuittee approved the proposal for a regu.lation. 
* 
* * 
11. So1-tnd level - ~icultural tractors 
The main purpose is to ho.r:nonize the provisions of the 
~ilember States in orc1eJ." to remove technical barriers to tracle in 
wheeled agricul tu.ral. e .. nd forestry tractors4'J It also ensures 
safe working conditions by placing a limit on noise levels in 
orc1er to protect workers' hearing. 
The proposed directive fixes the maximum noise level at 
90 dB(A). To measUl~e this level, the Coillffiission uses the 
rnetl1od established b;y- the OECD which s..f.;ipulates testing at lOO% 
of the nominal engine speec1o The Cormaission believes that this 
is the only method which can be tD.lcen into consideration at 
present. 
. .. ; ... 
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The Econonuc and Social Comoittee based its Opinion on 
material p:"'epc.x-ed by -~r_a S3ct::..on for IndiJ.st:~y, Cor~rnrco, Crafts 
and Scr·.riccs t"'.lld.E'r the chairmanship of 11r H::PP - G·f.n":l:r:_y -
Employers. 
Rz.ppor·teur : ll.Ir W\.SPRONE - I -'Galy - Emplo:rers .. 
The Commi ttae ac1optec1 its Opinion v:ith no disse~ting 
votes und eiGht abstentions on the 
"Pro:9osal for a Council directive on the approximation of 
the lE'.WS of the Hemher States rolating to the rlrivor-
pcrcci7ed noise level of agricul~~al or forestry 
tractors fi·ttcd with wheels". 
The Com."!littee approves the draft directive and agrees 
that the proposed limit is a major advance in respect of the 
protection of drivers' hearing. However, the limit can only be 
achieved at present in the case of tractors fitted with sound-
proofed cabs - this being nomally the case in the Uai tec1 
Kingdom, where a 2.im t of 90 dB(A) is laid down l:y lav1 for 
tracto~s fitted with cabso 
The Committee considers that t~is limit ca~~ot be 
imposed on the other f,!ember Sta~cs without obliging them to 
adopt sound-proofed cabs, which VlOl.'lld be bound to increase costs. 
I 
The Committee considers that ntun~rous tec:b..nical problems 
have to be overcome in order to reduce trP-ctor noise. These 
problems can be overcome but the financial implications are 
evident and would put Community manufacturers at a disadvantage in 
relation to n~~ufacturers in non-member countries. Consequently, 
the Committee feels that whilst the 90 dB(A) linit is acceptable 
for tractors fitted vdth closed, sound-proofed cabs, a higher 
limit would be better for tractors without cabs. 
* 
* * 
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12. Customs harmoni,z.ation - free circulation of goods 
The purpose is to simplify and harmonize procedures by 
which goods from non-mer,1ber countries ~re released for "f:"ee 
circulation". , "Free circulation" implies that free movement 
between member States is applied in an identical way to both-
products from these States ancl to products from non-member 
countries which have been properly cleared through customs in 
a Kember State. If this principle is not to cause distortions, 
it is vital for the customs clear8nce to be carried out ll1 a 
uniform way irrespective of the pl~ce of entry of the goods into 
the _EEC, 
l'..t the present time procedures followed by the r.~ember 
States differ most widely in such fundrunental aspects as the 
date which is operative for determining which rates will apply, 
the facilities given to the declarfu~t, and ~he conditions uncle~ 
which customs exar.L1ination of goods is carried out. 
To simplify the procedures applie<1 e.t present in the 
r,1eaber States, the CorJlllission proposes a double procedttre ~ a 
norrnal procedure and. a simplified procedure. The normal 
procedure which will be uniform in all thG IY1er.1ber States would, 
however, be more flexible than most of the current national 
I 
procecl.ures; the si1uplified procedure, e,dapted to the neec.l.s of 
comrnercial activity, is based on genuine cooperation between 
it~orting fi1~1s an~ customs se~rices a~cl enables formalities 
to be cut dovvn to the minimum. 
The Economic and Social ComrJittee based its OpL~ion on 
material prepared by the Section fo:;. .. Industry, Commerce,-- Crafts 
and Services under the chairmanship of Ilr HIPP - Germany -
El:1.ployers. 
Rapporteur : Mr DE GR..~VE - Belgium - Workers. 
. .. ; ... 
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The Committee adopted ~ys Opinion ~uianimously pn the 
/ 
"I'roponal for a Council D::'..rec-t:iiYe on the har.m.on~.zJ:~tio:.1 of 
p:i. .. OCE;dures for ·the r;:1leaE!e of goods for f~ .. oe ci~cul2.ti,o:.'1i'"' 
T!:1e .Commi ttea ·.endorses the Commission's' view in cases 
where the person entering goods is resident in ano·l;her Member 
State, customs formaliJGies mm only be genuinely speedec1 up 
if the customs autho~ities of the ioport~g State actu1g on 
their OWil initiative or at the request of the ia~orter, can at 
a:ny time obtain in other rlember States and accept as adequa.;te 
authentication the particulars they require for their checks. 
As regards the provisions of Article 3, which allow 
any person resident in the CommuniJG,Y to enter good~ the 
Committee sees the need to a.void,the privileges which exist 
here, but realizes that the social aspect of this me.-tter nr~st 
not be i~orado It stressed.. that the complexity of customs 
operations le~ds to the appearance of a body of specialists, 
. ro1d that it is in the obvious interests of the authorities that 
formalities should be carried out by professionals with the 
necessar,y training. 
* 
* 
13 .. Harmonization anin.tal. aJ;ld plan~ heal_:th 
The commission has drawn up a programme covering a 
number of proposals_on mea~es to' be taken by 1 January 1978 
to· achieve objectives in the fields of public health, consumer 
protection, the protection of animals and plant conservation. 
i 
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The Economc and Social Connni ttee based i t"s Opinion on 
material prepared by the Section for Agriculture under the 
chairme..nship of Mr VISOCCHI - Italy - Various interests. 
Rapporteur : mr DROULIN - France - Various interests. 
nLe Committee adopted its opinion unanimously on the 
draft Council Resolution concerning animal and plant health ru1d 
anir.a.al nutrition. 
The Committee approves the worlc programme put forV~.rard 
by the Commission for the period up to 1 January 1978 and urges 
the Community Institutions, particularly the Council to adhere 
strictly to the deadlines proposed by the CoLunission. 
The Committee stresses that the programme is not 
exhaustive and reserves the right to take a sta~d on each of 
the proposals referred to in the work schedule. 
* 
* * 
14. Bovine tariff quo~ 
Following an earlier undertaking given to Austriat the 
Communi~r has decided to increase the volume of the Community 
tariff quota for products falling within subheading ex 01.02 A II 
b 2 of the CCT, and to lower the quota duty from 6% to 4~S. In 
order to meet Comcrunity obligations, the proposed regulations 
lay dovvn. the provisions relating to tho opening, allocation 8.J.!d 
administrative procedures of the above~entioned quotas • 
.. . ;, .. 
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The Cotmni ttee drew up its Opinion on the b·asis of 
material produced by its Section for Agriculture under the 
chairmanship of Mr VISOCCHI - Italy - 7arious interests. 
Rapporteur : Hr DROULIN - France - VariO't;tS interests. 
At its July plenary session the Economic and Social 
Committee adopted,~ith no dissenting votes 1 its Opinion on the 
proposals for regulations on increasing the Community tariff 
quota for products falling within subheadings ex 01.02 .r1. II b) 2 · 
of the COT, proposals which are the result of prior con~fiitments 
assumed by the CornrrnL~it~r with respect to Austria. 
The Committee thinks that the Commi~sion's proposal is 
inadvisable as long as the present difficulties on the beef and 
veal market persist. It requests that the Community bodies 
respect the con1mitoents undertaken in this field in the 
frauework of the GATT and, consequently, return to a quota of 
20,000 head and a quota duty of 6%. For the same reasons, the 
Committee requests that the period during which imported 
animals may not be slaughtered be extended to six months. 
* 
* * 
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15. Pig carcasses 
The purpose of this regule.tion is to resolve two sets 
of problems : 
APplication of the scale laid down by Regqlation 2108(70 
A. CJ.ass E for heayy pig carcasses 
The current scale stipulations for carcasses weighing 
more tha11. 70 kg are abnormally stringent, and undoubtecl:y pose 
a problem. 
But the proposed amendment may create an inverse problem, 
since the "90 kg and over" category of carcasses will no longer 
be in line with the lower weight categories and will be 
comuercially unacceptable. 
Problems raised by the accession of certain member States 
In certain new Member States there is major market for 
carcasses li&~ter thQn tho~e covered by Regulation 21081~EC as 
amended by the Act of Accession to the EEC of the new Member 
States. 
c. ll1e usual methods of carcass assessment, a problem which is 
closely li11ked with ... che market for "porkers" 8.J."1.d "bacOl:ers". 
In the three new Member States commercial assessment of 
carcasses is not based : 
... ; ... 
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- on a coobination of apparent fatness (measurement of back-fat 
on the carcass) and the subjectively assessed muscular 
development, 
- but on the "lean meat content" as estimated on the basis of 
objective measurements : 
, - measurement of fat off the mid-line; possibly combined with 
measurement on the carcass~ 
- length, 
pluo, in borderline cases, a correction to allow for the 
appearance of the carcass. 
The Economic and Social Committee based its Opinion on 
material prepared by its Section for Agriculture under the 
chairmanship of Iilr VISOCCHI - Italy - Various interests. 
Rapporteur : I•IIr GUILLAtJI\I.IE - France - Various interests. 
The Committee adopted its Opinion unanimously on the 
"Proposal for a Regulation (EEC) of the Council amending 
Regulation (EEC) no. 2108/70 of the Council of 20 October 1970 
determining the Community scale for grading pig carcasses". 
The Committee approves the Commission proposal but 
recormends a number of technical changes needed to allow a 
' proper adjustment of grading methods in force in the Member 
States. 
* 
* * 
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16. Forest;y mea~ures 
The Commission proposes common measures to promote 
afforestation for the immediate purpose of improving agrarian 
structures and increasing timber production, a:nd with the ultiplate 
aim of bringing forestry into a broader plan for improving the 
environment. 
The Commission proposes EAGGF aids of 25~ - and in some 
cases 505'o - of the expencli ture incurred by member States in 
financing afforestation projects and the improvement of existing 
woodlands. 
The Economic and Social Committee based its Opinion on 
material prepared by the Section for Agriculture under the 
chairmanship of Mr VISOCCHI - Italy - Various Interests. 
Rapporteur : Mr SCHNIEDERS - Germany - Employers. 
The Committee adopted its Opinion with no dissenting 
V:)tes and two abstentions on the "Proposal for a Council directive 
concerning forestry measures", 
The Committee welcomes the Commission's proposals and 
points out that the forestry question does not only involve 
farming, but also covers the improvement of the environment, 
timber supply ru1d the merket for timber. T~c Committee asks the 
Commi.mi ty institutions to look into the pros ana. cons of intro-
ducing a common forestry policy a..nd the possibility of setting 
up a market orGanization for timber. 
The Comn1ittee considers that the Commission should give. 
forestry policy continuity by aligning it with the measures and 
... / ... 
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aims of common policy on agrarian structural reform and with the 
mea~xres of the Directive on farming in hill, mom~tain and other 
deprived areas. 
On points of detail, the Committee considers that : 
Land acquired by the State for the purpose of afforestation 
should, in certain exceptional cases, qualify for aids under 
the draft directive; 
- Measures to establish recreational areas should be financed 
with fm1ds other than those of the EkGGF; 
- The Com~mission should provide greater incentives for the 
construction of forest roads; 
- The Commission proposal by which at least three quarters of the 
land in each project for which aid is requested must have been 
in agricultural use is at odds with the need to encourage 
afforestation and should not be accepted; 
The aid of 200 units of account per hectare should be increased 
so as to constitute a more effective incentive for farmers; 
- The vocational training of forestry workers and owners should 
be fostered by using the possibilities available to the Social 
}1xnd r~d the EAGCF. 
. .. / ... 
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To allow consultation of professional circles in forestry, 
the Co~~ittee proposes the_t a forestry sub-group be set up in the 
Advisory Committee on Agricultural Structure. 
* 
17. Amenfunents to the social security schemes for .migrant workers 
For the application of the prov~s~ons of Article 107 of 
Regulation (EEC) N° 574/72 of 21 Uarch 1972, conversion into 
different national currencies must be based on the official 
pari ties declared to the International r.1onetary Fund.. 
Events on the money markets in 1971 led to the member 
States setting up a Community exchange system in April 1972. 
Since then several currencies have floated and others revalued. 
The aim of the new proposal is therefore to make the application 
of Article 107 more coBpatible with monetary realities. 
In the case of two currencies whose difference between 
the market exchance rate and the rate that corresponds to their 
Cl.e facto parity ratio (i.e. the central rate or the par value 
declared to the n:lF) is not allowed to exceed 2.25%, the 
convcrsio~ is to be made by reference to that de facto parity. 
In the case of two currencies whose difference between 
the market exchanGe rate and the rate that corresponds to tr.eir 
de facto parity ratio is not allowed to exceed 2.25%, the 
conversion is to be made by reference to 8n exchange rate 
calculated by the Co~~ission on the basis of the arithmetic 
mean of the exchange rates of these currencies. 
. .. / ... 
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The proposal also contains a number of provisions relating 
to .the dates and reference periods which must be taken into con- · 
sideration for determining the exchange rates which are applicable • 
The CovJmittee drew up its Opinion on the basis of material 
produced by its Section for Social Questions. Chairman -
Nr HOUTHUYS - Belgium • Workers. 
Rapporteur : Mr PURPURA - Italy - Various Interests. 
The Econonic and Social Committee has adopted unanimously 
its Opinion on 
"The Proposal for a Council regulation amending Article 
107 of Regulation (EEC) N° 574/72 of the Council of 
21 March 1972 fixing the nrocedure for implementing 
Regulation (EEC) N° 1408/71 on the application of 
social security schemes to employed persons and their 
families moving within the Community". · 
The Committee approves the Comn1ission proposal concerning 
the amendment of Article 107 of Regulation (EEC) N° 57t:/72 and 
urges that it be adopted without delay. 
However, as regards the reference periods mentioned in 
point c) of the first paragraph of the new text of Article 107, the 
Commi ttGe cons:i.ders that the calend.ar year should be divided into 
fol~ quarters, or at least three four-month periods, rather than 
into two six-month periods. In this way there would be a more 
rapid response to abrupt exchange rate fluctuations. 
* 
* * 
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18. European Vocational Training Centre 
The Centre proposed by the Commission will be cne of the 
principal instrurnents for aligning vocational training within the 
wider fre~ework of the common vocational training policy. The 
Centre will work in close collaboration with the Commission in the 
general aim of promoting a European dimension in the development 
of vocational training. 
To this end, it will build up a stock of documents on 
new developments and research, disseminate information, and 
contribute towards the development and coordination of research. 
The Centre's work will include : 
- the organization of courses, conferences, seminars and pilot 
projects; 
- the conclusion of research contracts· and granting of financial 
assist~~ce for specific projects; 
- the publication and distribution of a Community bulletin on 
vocational training; 
the close collaboration with specialized agencies, whether 
public or private, national or international, with government 
dep~rtments and educational bodies, and with the workers' and 
employel"S' orga:;J.izations. 
The Centre will be operated by a Management Board composed 
of fifteen members appointed by the Commission. Five of those 
members will be proposed by the employers' organizations and five 
by the workers' organizations set up at European level. The five 
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. . 
other t:nembers will be de.signn.ted by the Commission. The length 
' 
of the fu:anagement Board's term of office is to be three years and 
• c I' ' ~\' Af 
I,' 
membersa appointments 1nay be renewed. The Board will be responsible-· 
for the general activity of the Centre and appoint its Director. 
There will also be an Exports Committee composed of 
eighteen members nominated by the Member States and appointed by 
the M2nagement Board. They will be chosen for their experience in 
the various fields of vocational training and will give opinions 
on questions submitted to them by the Management Board or by the 
Director of the Centre. The Centre's location will be decided on 
by the Council of Ministers. An ~~ual subsidy will be set aside 
from the Communities• budget. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
the Section for Social Questions under the chairmanship of 
Mr HOUTHUYS - Belgium - Workers. 
Rapporteur : Mrs VlEBER - Germany - Workers. 
The Committee adopted by 60 votes to 37 with 6 abstentions, 
its Opinion on the above proposal. 
The Committee wou~d point out that the Commission proposal 
is to a large extent the fruit of the Conwittee's ow.n efforts, 
since it has repeatedly called for the establishment of a 
European Vocational Training Institute. It stresses the need to 
avoid duplication of effort by the Centre ana other international 
organizations having responsibilities in this sector. The new 
Centre must cooperate as closely as possible with these 
organizations. 
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The Committee considers that the term "vocational training" 
must be given the widest possible interpretation so as to cover all 
workers at all stages of their working life. 
The Committee approves the Commission suggestion that 
the members of the Advisory Committee on Vocational Training should 
sit on the Centre's Management Board. It thinks, however, that 
the Chairman of the Management Board should be elected by that 
Board and not appointed by the Commission, and proposes tl1at the 
Chai1~an of its Section for Social Questions should be an ex-officio 
member of the Management Board. 
With regard to the structure of the Management Board, 
the Committee suggests that it be made up of four groups, represent-
ing the Com~ission, employers, workers and various interests 
respectively, each group having four members. 
It should be noted that the Committee members representing 
the workers voted against the Opinion in spite of their agreement 
with the substan~e of the Opinion and of the Commission proposal, 
bece.use they felt that the composition of the Management Board 
should be as p:roposecl by the Connnission, namely, five representatives 
of employers' orgal'.lizations, five representatives of workers' 
org&~izations and five members chosen by the Commission. 
They also argued that the members of the Management 
Board appointed by the Commission should be drawn from among 
independent figt"..'es in the education and vocational training ~~~.·orld. 
and from respresentatives of the economic and social groups~ 
The Committee would like a clearer definition of the duties 
and responsibilities of the Experts Conunittce, which must not overlap 
with those of the Management Board. The members of the Experts 
Committee shotlid be appointed by the Management Board, without 
the Member States having a right of proposal. 
. .. ; ..... 
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The Committee would like to see all its suggestions as 
to the tasks and working procedures of the European Vocation~ 
Training Centre passed on to the Centre's Management Board when 
it sets about preparing·the Centre's programme of work, so that 
they can then be taken into consideration. 
* 
* * 
19. Stunning of animals 
The purpose of this proposal is partial harmonization of 
animal slaughtering oonditions in the EEC. The Commission proposes 
in particular that cruelty prior to slaughter shou1d be avoided 
by generalizing the practice of rendering all animals ~conscious 
by appropriate recognized techniques before they are put to death. 
The Committee drew up its OpL~ion on the basis of material 
produced by its Section for Agriculture, Chairman : l'Ir VISOCCHI -
Italy - Various Interests. 
Rapporteur : Mrs EVANS - Uni tcd Kingdom - Various Interests. 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted by a large 
majority, with one dissenting vote and five abstentions, its 
Opi.."rlion on the "Proposal for a Council directive on the stunning 
of animals before slaughter". 
The Committee considers that it is of the utmost importance 
that appropriate policing measures be taken to ensure that the 
regulations in all Member States concerning the stunning of 
animals before slaughter are effectively observed. 
. .. / ... 
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The Committee notes that the proposed directive could 
preclude imports of meat from third countries which do not sttm 
animals before slaughter. It recommends that the Co~~ission 
provide for a transitional period before such imports are affected. 
The Committee recognizes the need to take into account 
national prov~sJ_ons concerning methods of slaU0hter which are 
required by certain religious practices. 
* 
* * 
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V I S I T 
· Enc~10miG ?nd Socit?,l ComT1i ttee Chairman's vi.si t to the United States. ~~·------;_~~~-~~~~~~~~:;~~~~~~~~-=~~~~~--
A close dialogue between the European Community and the 
United States, and cooperation :in the searQh for a solution to 
the many· econonic, moneta...7 8!ld trade problems c1.UTently facing 
all the L"lcl,mtrialized co1.mtries were called for repeatedly during' 
the officj.al visit to the United States (20 to 26 July) of 11!' Alfons 
LP~PAS, Chairman of the European Communities' Ecm1omic and Social 
Committee • 
During his visit, Mr LAPPAS met representatives of the 
Aclminis·tration, of business and_ of the trade unions. In Washington, 
I 
he met I-.1:!~ William FELLNER, Member of the US Presi!J.ent 's Council of 
Economic Advisers, :fi/Ir George ~n::.ti...L"''T, Pres~.dent of the American 
FederatiQ~ of Labor-Congress of Indt~trial Organizations; Mr Peter 
J. BnENNAN, Sec::."eta.ry of State for Labor; rifr Freclericl:: R. DENT, 
Sec:oetary of State for Commerce~ and ThTr KRAG, Head of the Commission's 
delegation to the t.hited States. Ot.hc!' talks held in Washington 
were those with Mr Wright ELI!IOT, Vice-Pret:~id":mt, r:..J.d Mr John 
JOHNSON Jr. of the National Association of ~~"lufact1~ers; Mr ENDERS, 
Unde~-Secretc.ry of State for 1'~conor:1ic Affairs and r:fr William G. V&J. 
METEJ'1, EA:ecutive Director of the thi ted States C!'l8Il:ber of Cozmnerce. 
Mr L.\.PFAS, was ar.compc:mied by Vice-Chairm.;ul Albe:rto l\1ASPHOUE and 
Mr Gerard de CAFF.JIREJJLI (substituting for Vice-Chairl!!9...'1. Henri C.ANONGE 
who we.s unable to go) • The d3leg:9:tion was received at the Department ' 
of .L\c,c-ricultu:oe 'tly·DI· Do::.1 P.A.AE:LBillf.G-, Head o'! External Relations, and 
at the Gtate Department by ·under-Secretary of State JNir. J:i..ra LOWEJ:TSTEll1& 
... ; ... 
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Topics - discussed in an atmosphere of cordiality on both 
sides - included the economic and social situation in the Community 
and the Th1ited States, the counter-inflationary measures ta~en on 
both sides .of the Atlantic, the social implications of these. 
measures,the energy crisis and possible remedies, and the recycling 
of the capital from the oil-producing countries. Also discussed 
were the state of the GATT negotiations, American investments in 
Europe and European investments in the United States. 
The talks at the Department of Agriculture enabled the two 
sides to take stock of the situation on the agricultural markets 
and of the reasons which had prompted the emergency Community 
measures to get the beef and veal market back onto an even keel. 
Recent trends in the European trade union movement were 
the subject of the talks with the heads of the AFL-CIO. Chairman 
LAPPAS looked forward to an expansion of contacts between labour 
representatives in the United States of A~erica and D~~ope~ 
Manufacturers' representatives showed great interest in 
further contacts with the Committee Olld with their opposite 
numbers in Europe. 
On 25 July, at the end of his visit, Mr LAPPAS and his 
delegation met the Mayor of New York, 1\Tr Abraham BF ...AME. The talks 
cantered mainly on the population, town planning, pollution and 
transport problems of conurbations. 

